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Simple FORTRAN algorithms, that rely only on open, close, read and 
write statements, together with disk filts and some UNIX commands have 
been applied to parallelization of MCNP4. The code, named MCNPNFS, 
maintains almost all capabilities of MCNPA in solving shielding 
problems. It is able to perform parallel computing on a set of any UNIX 
workstations connected by a network, regardless of the heterogeneity in 
hardware system, provided that all processors produce a binary file in 
the same format. Further, it is confirmed that MCNPNFS can be executed 
also on Monte-4 vector-parallel computer. 

MCNPNFS has been tested intensively by executing 5 photon-neutron 
benchmark problems, a spent fuel cask problem and 17 sample problems 
included in the original code package of MCNPA. Three different 
workstations, connected by a network, have been used to execute 
MCNPNFS in parallel. By measuring CPU time, the parallel efficiency is 
determined to be 58% to 99% and 86% in average. On Monte-4, MCNPNFS 
has been executed using 4 processors concurrently and has achieved the 
parallel efficiency of 79% in average. 
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単純な FORTRANアルゴリズムによる MCNP4コードの並列化

日本原子力研究所東海研究所燃料サイクル安全工学部

Putranto Ilham Y AZID.・高野 誠・ 増 川 史 洋 ・ 内 藤 倣 孝

(1993年 11月5日受理)

数種の UNIXコマンドとディスクファイルに. OPEN.CLOSE.READ.WRITE文のみを

利用した単純な並列処理用 FORTRANアルゴリズムにより MCNP4の並列化を行った。

MCNPNFSと名付けたこのコードは. MCNP4の遮蔽解析における殆ど全ての機能を引き

継いでいる。本コードは.ネットワーク上の複数の UNIXワークステーシ冒ンで並列処理

を行うことができる。ここでワークステーションは異機種でも構わないが，全てのワーク

ステーションは同一形式のパイナリファイルを作成できる必要がある。さらに MCNPNFS

はベクトル並列計算機Monte4においても正常に動作した。 MCNP4コードパッケージに含

まれるサンプルインプット 17題.光子/中性子ベンチマーク 5題.および使用済燃料キャ

スク問題を用いて MCNPNFSの性能評価を行った。ネットワーク上の 3台の異なるワーク

ステーションを使用してMCNPNFSの並列実行を行った。 CPU時間の測定から得た並列化

効率は. 58-99%であり，平均は 86%であった。 Monte4においては. 4プロセッサで並

列に実行された場合，並列化効率は平均79%であった。

(本fdl究は STAHγ.{1交換プログラムにより. 1992年 10J 1 -1993 "1' 9 J IにiJわれたものである)

点均似究所:〒 319-11決城似IJMn]m!従前川れ'1}j下I'l似2-4
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I. Introduction. 

Parallel processing, in which multiple processors are used concurrently to solve a single 

computing problem, promises a fastest way to performing large scale computations. It enables the 

scientists to compute and simulate^: more realistic global climate modeling, large N-body 

computation (up to million bodies) in astrophysics research, huge amount of complex linear 

equations in electromagnetic problems, highly resolved flow over 3D aircraft configuration, etc., in 

a matter of minutes or hours of CPU time. In the past time, all of those computations needed 

thousands of hours of CPU time or were even impossible to realize. 

For those purposes, a large variety of parallel computer architectures and systems have been 

developed. They are supported with sophisticated automatic parallelizing compiler, parallel 

programming languages, parallel libraries and operating systems. 

On the other hand, cluster of workstations linked across a high-speed network are becoming 

more and more interesting to performing parallel processing, owing to their high speed 

performances and more user friendly environments. For this, parallel programming softwares, 

such as: Express, Linda, P4, PVM, etc., are available for parallel program developments. 

The common thing that one will face in performing parallel processing on the above systems is 

that one has to learn many new things, such as operating systems, programming languages or 

environments, in spite of new programming styles. Even though it is not quite a matter, however, 

this always leads to an opinion that the parallel processing is much more difficult than the sequential 

one, but also interesting and challenging. 

This report describes some simple algorithms, written in FORTRAN, for performing a parallel 

processing in distributed memory systems, such as workstation networks and multiple instruction, 

multiple data (MIMD) parallel computers. The algorithms rely entirely on read/write access to disk 

files in realizing the imerprocessor communication/message passing. Whenever all processors 

executing parallel program are able to access the files, the interprocessor communication can then 

— 1 -
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Parallel prlωessing， in which multiple pJ1ωessors aJ1C used concurantly to solve a single 

computing problem， promises a fastest way to performing large scaleωmputations. It enables the 

scientists to compute and simulate[11: moJ1C J1Calistic global climate modeling. large N-body 
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叫uationsin electromagnetic problems， highly resolved flow over 3D曲 目 柏confi伊ration，etc.， in 

a matter of minutes or hours of CPU time. In the p出 ttime， all of those computations nce晶d

thous組曲ofhours of CPU伽 eor were even impossibleωJ1Cali詑.
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performances and more user仕iendlyenvironments. For this， parallel programming softwar四，

such as: Express. Linda， P4， PVM， etc.，創eavailable for parallel progrョmdevelopments. 

The common thing伽 tone will face in performing parallel processing on批 a加Ivesy批 msis

that one has to learn many new things， such as operating systems， programming languages or 

environments， in spite of new programming styles. Even though it is not quite a matter， however， 

出isalways leads ωan opinion出at曲eparallel process加gis much more difficult曲組曲eぉq田 ntial

one， but also inte陀 stingand challenging. 

百lis陀 portdescribes some simple algorithms， wrinen in FORTRAN， for戸rforminga pa:rョllel

processing in dis官ibutedmemory systems， such部 workstationnetworks and multiple instruction， 

multiple data (MIMD) p回 llelcompu附.百teaIgorithms陀 Iyen町 lyon read/wr批 accessto disk 

files in realizing the interprocessor communication/message passing. Whenever all processors 

executing parallel program ar芭 ableto access the files， the in胞rprocessorcommunication can then 
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be established with the help of only 4 well-known (FORTRAN) statements, i.e., open, read, 

write and close (!). 

We also used the FORTRAN runtime library function system, which is always available in every 

FORTRAN compiler running on UNIX operating system. By using it, automatic loading of 

parallel program on any processor in a network can be established, simply, by exploiting the UNIX 

command rsh (remote shell). The use of other functions and UNIX commands in performing 

parallel processing is described in Section II of the report. 

At a glance, the above approach seems to be awkward, but the recent development of high 

speed network and hard disk technology has enabled to minimize the access time of disk files to a 

reasonable rate, which is ideal enough for interprocessor communication. 

The main advantage is that the (FORTRAN) parallel program developed by using those 

algorithms are highly portable. The program logic is simple so that one can easily apply or modify 

the algorithms to other problems. High speedup con be gained easily as long as the data that are 

transferred during the interprocessor communications are still in a reasonable amount, which are 

also likely to occur in the parallel processing using the "conventional" methods. Also, the 

algorithms make the parallel programming easier and more understandable. Nothing is hidden 

from or transparent to the programmers, since most of them can be written in a style that conforms 

to the FORTRAN 77 standard. 

In order to prove the ability of such simple algorithms in performing parallel processing, they 

have been applied to the MCNP version 4 ' 2 - 4 ' , a general purpose continuous energy Monte Carlo 

neutron and photon transport code, which is developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

There are several reasons in choosing the MCNP4 as our working code for parallelizauon: 

1) Recently, this code is widely used all over the world, especially in the reactor engineering 

field, for shielding and criucality calculations, material activations, health physics problems, 

etc. High utilization of the code makes this work highly contribute. 
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2) The code is written in a well-structured manner and well documented. This enables us 

easily to understand the program flow from the very first time and in turn to decide where 

modifications should or could be performed in parallelizing the code. 

3) During the execution of the program, MCNP4 dynamically updates some parameters that 

are needed in the random walk calculations, i.e., the Russian roulette criteria. Also, some 

arrays needed for tallying purposes will be automatically updated. Depending on the 

problem input, some output will be periodically printed. These mean that in parallelized 

MCNP all processors, in the moment, should be synchronized and temporary calculation 

results should be transferred from one processor to another. It is a challenging case for our 

simple algorithms in handling a large amount of data transfer, which occur very frequently, 

especially in the initial times of program execution. 

4) MCNP code has been parallelized by various ways^ 5 ' 9 '. It is interesting to see "how bad" 

or "how good" our method is to be compared with the others in parallelizing the MCNP 

code. 

During the parallelization of the MCNP4, we adopted a philosophy that the parallelized version 

should maintain, as far as possible, all capabilities of the original one. This means: 

- All modifications should not alter the algorithm of the sequential version. 

- Therefore, the calculating results of the modified version should be exactly the same as the 

original version. 

- Alterations, if any, should be given as a choice, but not as an obligation. 

However, our parallelized version of MCNP4 does have some capabilities of the sequential 

MCNP4 that are not supported any more, as follows: 

1) KCODE problems, i.e., the criticality calculation problems are not accepted any longer. 

This is due to that the criticality calculations have radically different program flow than the 

shielding calculations. In the first cycle, M source particles, which die easy to be 
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distributed among the processors in the network, are generated and their histories are 

tracked. Each of the particles will create none, one or more particles that will be tracked in 

the next cycles. These newborn particles will be stored in the file SRCTP. In the 

parallelized MCNP, due to inappropriate data format of SRCTP file, it is impossible to 

combine all the files, generated by each processor, into one file that exactly has the same 

sequence as one resulted by the sequential code. Furthermore, the reading of SRCTP file, 

which should be performed in the subsequent cycles, is impossible or, at least, can only be 

performed in an inefficient manner. These all will make the parallel processing inefficient, 

due to the large interprocessor communication time during the data transfer. 

2) TTY interrupts as well as plotting capabilities are deactivated. It is understandable, because 

using our simple method it is impossible to perform a safe and convenient I/O process 

through the terminal. However, this limitation is also commonly faced in performing 

parallel processing using other methods. 

3) Time interrupt (as in automatic termination of program execution owing to the very long 

history tracking) and any input cards that have "time-relation" values (such as CTME card 

and negative number of particles in NPS card) become unavailable. These limitations are 

also understandable, since every processor will have their own (CPU) time reference, 

which are impossible to be synchronized. 

4) The SSR problems, i.e., the problems that need a surface-source file, can not be properly 

performed. Up to the time this report is written, we are not able yet to handle the reading of 

surface-source file RSS A in a proper and efficient manner. 

5) Event log, lost of particles diagnostic printing, debug print and some warning messages 

become lost. This is becar...e of that they are performed during the time, where all 

processors will print out their output to their own (temporary) files. These files will 

automatically be deleted whenever the MCNP terminates its execution. However, this is not 
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really a big problem, because those capabilities are rarely used or even never be used in all 

practical cases. 

6) No extra dump will be produced (in the case of SSW problem), when the execution 

terminates due to "bad trouble." This is because of that the data are partly incomplete (i.e., 

which are produced by the processor that delected "bad trouble"), so that it is useless to 

dump. 

In spite of that incapability, the parallelized MCNP4 (named MCNPNFS) has two new 

execution-line-message options: 

* S, which denotes the sequential mode. Executing the parallelized MCNP with this option, 

such as in: MCNP S, will give the users a chance to executing the MCNP sequentially, 

i.e., the original MCNP. 

* With the new option H, users can enjoy the capability of MCNPNFS running on a 

heterogeneous system. In this report, heterogeneous system is defined as a collection of 

several distributed memory computer systems, such as workstation networks or 

multitasking parallel computers (such as Monte4), which have different hardware 

architecture, but running under the same operating system, UNIX. The system is also 

characterized by which the parallelized program should be compiled individually, using 

different compiler, on each processor or on some of them. 

Another new feature that is offered by MCNPNFS is that the users can alter the default values 

of the first and periodical updates of the Russian roulette criteria. This feature can be extremely 

useful for getting high parallel efficiency (means also high speedup) since the frequency of 

"unnecessary" synchronization of the processors will be drastically reduced. However, it will 

cause the output of MCNPNFS differs from the original code. It will happen whenever the code is 

executed for solving the problems involving point detectors and DXTRAN spheres. 
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In spite of those new features, all capabilities of MCNPNFS remain the same as original one, 

except those previously mentioned. This means that users can order the code to periodically print 

out the output to OUTP and MCTAL files, dump the results on RUNTPE file, create the surface-

source file WSSA, execute the MCNPNFS in continue run, etc. AH binary files (RUNTPE and 

WSSA) generated by MCNPNFS have exactly the same data format as die original ones, so that 

they can be used by the original MCNP4, if needed. 

In parallelizing the MCNP4 we have chosen a hybrid model parallel program, i.e., a 

combination of host-node and hostless parallel program. By adopting this model we can exploit all 

processors as efficient as possible. Also, we can program the MCNPNFS with less effort. 

Section III will describe in detail our parallelization strategies. 

Some requirements should be fulfilled before executing the MCNPNFS. First, all processors 

should run under UNIX operating system. Second, all processors should have read/write access 

permission to the files that are used as interprocessor communication tools and input/output files. It 

means that the files should be the shared files. Under UNIX operating system, shared files, i.e., 

the files that are able to be accessed by all processors in the network, are commonly established by 

using the NFS (Network File System). In executing MCNPNFS on a heterogeneous system, 

users should also be sure that all processors will read/write all binary files in exactly the same way. 

This means that the processors should have identical bit pattern in their external data representation, 

but not necessarily in their internal data representation. Appendix 3 will describe in detail how to 

handle this problem. 

The MCNPNFS has been intensively tested by executing 17 out of the 25 sample problems 

supplied in the original code package, four neutron- and photon benchmark problems^10'11} and a 

spent fuel cask problem. From the executions we found that MCNPNFS will always produce 

exactly the same calculating results as the original one, except those deviations mentioned 

previously. Three SUN workstations of various models linked by Ethernet have been used to 

execute MCNPNFS concurrently. Based on the CPU time of the fastest workstation in our 
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network, the speedup is found to vary from 1.22 to 2.13 and average value of 1.83. It is 

corresponding to the parallel efficiency of 57.6% to 98.6% and average value of 85.7%. 

We also executed the MCNPNFS on JAERI Monte4 multitasking parallel computer. By using 

all 4 processors available in this computer concurrently, the MCNPNFS showed a remarkably high 

speedup that ranges from 1.83 to 3.62 and average value of 3.17, meaning, the parallel efficiency 

of 45.7% to 90.5% and average value of 79.2%. Section TV of this report will describe in detail 

the performance measurements and their results. 
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II. Simple FORTRAN Algorithms for Parallel Processing on Distributed 

Memory Systems : 

This section does not intend to give detail explanations of the theory of parallel processing, 

since it is not our expertise. However, here will be described somewhat in detail about the very 

simple way to perform parallel processing in a distributed memory system by expioidng disk files 

as the tools for message passing. To simplify the discussions and to avoid mistakenly citations, we 

do not try to make any comparison with other methods on what or how they do parallel processing. 

Readers can consult the Refs. (12) - (IS) for further topics on parallel processing. 

n.i Message Passing: 
In a distributed memory system, all processors process their own data at their own pace 

independently of each other. The key of successful parallel processing in that system is how to 

manage all processors in a proper manner, so that they can cooperate with each other in solving a 

single computational problem. In other words, we have to find out a way how the processors can 

communicate with each other, so that they can process different data in a given time, but when 

needed, process the same data in the subsequent time. 

During the interprocessor communication, data are transferred from one to another. The 

process of sending data from one processor to another is called message passing. This can be done 

by copying one processor's memory, then, send them through communication network and copy 

them onto other processor's memory. For that, special library routines are needed. 

Another approach is by using the disk files as media for sending and receiving messages. One 

processor sends its message by simply writing it to a given file. The other processors that want to 

receive the message can then read the file. In FORTRAN, reading from and writing to a file can 

readily be performed by using read and write statements. The file, called message file, may 

have arbitrary file type and data forn.at. However, the sender and receiver should agree to each 

other, meaning that they have to use exacdy the same file type and data format. 
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Figure 2.1 : Message passing between two processors during the execution of parallel program P. 
The disk file must be accessible to both processors. 

Under UNIX operating system, multiple processors may share their file system with other 

processors in the network. It is commonly done by using Network File System (NFS). One 

processor that serves as a file server may export its file system to the other processors, that have to 

mount it on their own file system. Then, any files that reside on the file system can be used as 

message files. One should be sure that all processors must be able to access the files. This means 

that the file server must also grant read/write permission on the file system to all the processors. 

II.2 Flag files: 

Due to their independence and the nature of computational problem, any processor may send or 

receive their messages any time during the execution of parallel program. It may happen that the 

receiver, i.e., the processor that want to receive a message from the other, has to wait for the arrival 

of the message, because the sender has not sent it yet. 
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Figure 2.1: Message passi咽 betweent附 processo隠 durlngthe execution 01 parallel program P. 
The disk file must be a∞essible to加thproces鈎お.

Under UNIX operating system， muluple pr，回目sorsmay share their fi1e system with other 

processors in the network. It is commonly done by using Network File System (NFS). One 

processor that serves as a fi1e server may export its file system to出eother processors， that have ω 

mount it on their own file system. Then， any files that reside on the file system can be used白

message files. One should be sure出atall processors must be able to access the files.百lismeans 

出atthe file server must also grant readlwrite pcrmission on the file system to all the processors. 

11.2 El誌血民:

Dueto由自independenceand the nature of computational problem， any prc:町古田，rmay send or 

receive their messages any ume during the execution of parallel program. It may happen that the 

receiver， iム theprocessor that want to receive a message from the other， has 10 wait for the arrival 

of the message， because the sender has not sent it yet. 
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Again, disk files can be exploited for this purpose. The trick is that die receiving processor 

should, at first, check die existence of a given file, before it tries to read die contents of a message 

file. Upon a successful detection of die file, which is called flag file, die processor may men 

continue to read die message file. Otherwise, it has to suspend die reading of die message file, 

namely by retrying die checking action as long as die flag file does not exist yet 

This can be realized simply by exploiting die capability of open statement The following 

FORTRAN statement will show the trick. 

10 o p e n ( 9 9 , f i l e = , f l a g _ f i l e ' , s t a t u s = , o l d ' ,err=10) 

The specifier status above requires that die file flag_file must exist before the open statement 

takes into action, odierwise, an error will rise. Whenever error does occur, the specifier err will 

avoid immediate termination of the program and will redirect the program flow to die statement 

number 10, instead. Clearly, the statement above represents a loop as long as die file flagjile does 

exist. 

Similarly, die nonexistence of die flag_file can also be used for checking purpose, before any 

message reading process is performed. 

10 o p e n ( 9 9 , f i l e = ' f l a g _ f i l e ' , s t a t u s = ' n e w ' , e r r = 1 0 ) 

One should be aware mat die above statement will automatically create die file flag_file, when it 

does not exit before. This will cause a problem when more than one processors want to read die 

same file. Those processors will be suspended, unless the flag_file is deleted by the first 

processor. Later, it will be shown that this feature plays a key role in realizing a dynamically 

parallel processing. 

- 10 
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Again， disk files can be exploited for this purpose. The trick is that the receiving processor 

should， at first， check the existence of a given file， before it凶esto read the con飽ntsof a message 

file. Upon a successful detection of the file， which is called jlag file，曲ep~ωessor may白m

continue to read the message file. 0出erwise，it h回 tosuspend出ereading of the message fIle， 

namely by retrying陶 checkingaction as long as the flag file伽 soot exist yet 

官1iscan be realized simply by exploi由g恥 ca9abilityof Opll st蹴 :ment百路島Uowing

FORTRAN statement will show曲ettick. 

10 open(99，file='fla9_fi1e ・，status=・old・，err=10)

百1es戸cifierstatus above requires that the file flaι.file must exist before the open statement 

takes into action， 0曲erwise，an error wiI1 rise. Whenever error d閣 S田 cur，the specifier err will 

avoid immediate tennination of thc program and will rcdircct thc program flow to thc statcment 

number 10， instead. Clearly， the statemcnt above問prcsentsa t∞，p as long as the filc flaιfilc does 

eXlst. 

Similarly， the nonexistence ofthe flaιfile can a1so be used for chec尉ngpu中ose，before卸 y

message reading process is perfonned. 

10 open(99，file=・fla9_file・，status='new・，err=10) 

One should be awar芭出鉱山ea加，vestatement will automatically create白efue fla~file， when it 

d∞s not exit before.官lIswi1I cause a problem when more th加 oneprocessors want 10 read the 

same file. Those processors wi11 be suspended， unless the flag_fi1e is deleted by the first 

processor. Later， it will be shown that this feature plays a key role in realizing a dynamically 

parallel processing. 
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II.3 Application of the Algorithms to a Simple Parallel Program : 

The algorithms explained so far are sufficient for us to write a complete, however, simple 

parallel program, as shown ibllows. 

Suppose, processor A sends a message to processor B. Upon receiving the message, 

processor B will print out the message on terminal and send back another message to processor A, 

which in turn will also display it on the terminal. Notice that the program must be executed 

concurrently on two processors only. 

program paraOO 
character*80 message 

000001 
000002 

open(99,file='flag_file',status= 'new' ,err=30) 000003 
ci-—this part will only be executed by processor A ~ - 000004 

close(99) 
open(99,file='message_A') 

000005 
000006 

write (99,' (a) ') "This message is 
1 'processor A 1 

close(99) 

sent by' // 000007 

000008 
lO open(99,file='message_B',status= 'old' err=10) 000009 

read(99,'(a)',err=20) message 
close(99,status='delete') 
print *, message 
stop 

000010 
000011 
000012 
000013 

20 close (99) 
goto 10 

000014 
000015 

c— this part is executed on processor B 000016 
30 open(99,file='flag_file') 

close(99,status='delete') 
open(99,file='message_A') 
read(99,'(a)') message 
close(99,status='delete') 
print *, message 
open(99,file='message_B') 

000017 
000018 
000019 
000020 
000021 
000022 
000023 

write (99, ' (a) ') "This message is received ' // 000024 
1 'from processor B' 

close(99) 
stop 

end 

000025 
000026 
000027 

Although, the parallelism is hardly to see in the above program, it shows many tricks how to 

perform message passing between two processors. Later we can see that the program is indeed 

parallel, in which one processor is waiting for the message, while the other is sending it. 

- 11 
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ll.3 Annlication of the All!orithms加 aSimnle Parallel PrOI!l"am: 

The algorithms explained so far are sufficient for us回 writea complete， however， simple 

parallel program，踊 showniollows. 

Suppose， processor A sends a message to processor B. Upon receiving tbe message， 

processor B will print out the message on tcnninal and send back another messageωpr()(コ~s筑)l'A， 

which in tom will also display it on theぉrminal.Notice白紙 the program must be exec叫cd

concurrentIy on two pro田 ssorsonly.

pr<珂ramparaOO 
character*80 message 
open(99，file='flag_file・，status=・new'， err=30) 

c---this part will only be exe∞ted by pr∞essor A:ーー
close (99) 
0戸 n(99，file=・message_ A' ) 
write (99， ， (a)・) 'This鵬 ssageis sent by' // 

1 ・processorA' 
close (99) 

10 open(99，file=・message_B'，status='old'，err=10)
read(99，' (a) '，err=20) 肥 ssage
close (99， status=・delete・)
print *， πIessage 
stop 

20 close (99) 
goto 10 

c--this part is executed on processor B---
30 open(99，file='flag_file・)

close (99， status=・delete・}
open(99， file='message~') 
read(99， ， (a) ') message 
close(99，status=・delete・}
print *， message 
open(99，file='messagξーB・}
write(99， '(a) ') 'This message is received ・//

1 ・fromprocessor B ・
close (99) 
stop 

end 

000001 
000002 
000003 
000004 
000005 
000006 
000007 

000008 
000009 
000010 
000011 
000012 
000013 
000014 
000015 
000016 
000017 
000018 
000019 
000020 
000021 
000022 
000023 
000024 

000025 
000026 
000027 

Although， the parallelism is hardly to see in the above program， it shows many tricks how to 

perfonn message passing between two processors. Later we can see that the program is indeed 

parallel， in which one processor is waiting for the message， while the other is sending it. 
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The statement line 3 functions not only to check the existence of the flag file, but it also 

decides the role of the executing processors. The first processor will be assigned as processor A, 

because the file flag_file does not exist yet. The second processor, that executed later on will have 

the role of processor B, because it will discover the file flag_file, which is created automatically by 

processor A. This kind of programming style is called hostiess model, where any processor will 

decide its own role by itself. In this model, there is only one parallel program executed 

concurrently on multiple processor. The stv ment line 9 is used to check the existence of the flag 

file that is also a message file (i.e., file message_B). This algorithm is worthily, by which users 

can avoid creating too many files. However, the algorithm shown in the statement line 10 should 

be applied to reading such a file. Users should realize that at the time the processor B executes the 

statement line 23, the file message_B is immediately created, but its content remains nil, unless the 

statement line 25 is executed (!). The same algorithm may also be applied to the statement line 19, 

however, it is unlikely needed in the above simple program. 

The program paraOO also shows us how to manage the files that are not any longer needed. 

They are deleted simply by using the close statements together with the specifier status='delete'. 

This ilgorithm will help programmers avoiding an excessive use of unit numbers. The immediate 

closing of a unit number and immediate using of the same unit number for connecting to other file 

are the key of successful parallel programming using those simple algorithms. This guarantees that 

the data will be flushed into the physical disk files (!). 

After compiling the program, it can be executed as follows. Assuming that the user is using a 

workstation under a Window system, such as: XWindow, XView, Sun View, Open Windows, etc. 

It is also assumed that the workstation is sharing its file system with other workstations in the 

network by using NFS. The user mcst develop as well as execute the program on the shared file 

system. The user should then create 2 command windows, and login on the other workstation 

from one of the windows. Then, make sure that the two windows are on the same working 

directory, namely the directory where the program paraOO resides on. Execute the program from 
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The statement line 3 functions not only to check the existence of the flag file， but it also 

decides the role of the executing prl町田sors.The白rstprocessor will be assigned as processor A， 

because the file flaιfile does not exist yet.百lesecond PI1凹essor，that executed later on wiU have 

the role of processor s， becaus巴itwill discover the file flatt-file， which is created automaticaUy by 

pr∞essor A. This kind of programming style is called hostless model， where any processor will 

decide its own role by itself. In this model， there is only one parョllelprogram executed 

concurrent1y on multiple processor.百lesta' '1lent line 9 is used to check the existence of the flag 

file that is also a message file (i.e.， file message_s). This algorithm is worthiIy， by which users 

can avoid creating t，∞many files. However，出ealgorithm shown in出estatement une 10 should 

be appued to reading such a file. Users should realize that at the time the processor B executes由e

statement line 23，出efile message_B is immediately crea飽d，but its con隠ntremains nil， unless the 

statement line 25 is executed (1). The same algorithm may also be applied to the statement line 19， 

however， it is unlikely needed in血eabove simple progI司.m.

The program paraOO also shows us how to manage the files that are not any longer needed. 

τbey are deleted simply by using the close statements together with the specifier status='delete'. 

官lIs'Ugorithm wiIl help programmers avoiding an excessive use of unit numbers. The immediate 

closing of a unit numb巴rand immediate using of the same unit number for connecting to other file 

創右 thekey of successfuI parョIIeIprogramming using those simpIe algorithms. This guaran也esthat 

the data wiIl be flushed泊tothe physical disk files (!). 

After compiling the program， it can be executed as follows. Assuming that the user is using a 

workstation under a Window system， such as: XWindow， XView， SunView， OpenWindows. etc. 

It is also assumed that the workstation is sharing its file system with other workstations in the 

network by using NFS. The user ml:st deveIop as well as execute the program on the shared file 

system. The user should th巴ncreate 2 command windows. and login on the other workstation 

from one of the windows. Then， make sure that the two windows are 00 the same working 

directory， namely the di悶 ctorywhere the program para∞resides on. Execu陀 theprogram from 
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one of the windows (by typing: paraOO) and then change to the other one to execute the same 

program. The output "This message is sent by processor A" and "This message is received from 

processor B" will show up on the separate windows. Notice that nothing is displayed on the 

windows, before the second invocation of paraOO (from the second window) is performed. 

H.4 Automatic Loading of Parallel Program : 

It seems so far that the execution of a parallel program is inconvenient and impractical. The 

users have to prepare the command windows, as many as the number of processors that they want 

to use in the parallel processing (!). This problem arises mainly due to the lack of automatic 

loading of parallel program, so that one has to invoke it from different processors manually. 

Unfortunately, the FORTRAN 77 standard does not specify any subroutines or functions used for 

parallel processing. However, almost all recent FORTRAN compilers running under UNIX 

operating system (hereafter, they will be called simply as UNIX FORTRAN compilers) such as: 

Sun FORTRAN"7', Convex FORTRAN!18', FORTRAN 77/SXl 1 9', etc., provide the users with a 

powerful function system. By using it, one can invoke (almost) any UNIX commands from 

within a FORTRAN program. For instance, the statements: 

j = system('hostname') 
j = system("echo $HOME") 

will display the hostname of the processor and its home directory, respectively. 

The following program will demonstrate how to load a parallel program on any processor 

available in the network, automatically. It exploits the UNIX command rsh together with the 

function system. Some other functions and subroutine (iargc, hostnm and getarg), which are 

also provided by UNIX FORTRAN compilers, are used to distinguish the executing processors. 

program paraOl 000001 
character*16 cpu_name 000002 
integer hostnm 000003 
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one of lhe windows (by typing: paraOO) and then change to the other one to execute the same 

program. The output "This message is sent by processor A" and "This message is received from 

processor B" will show up on the separate windows. Notice that nothing is displayed on the 

windows， before the second inv田 ationof para∞(合om出esecond window) is performed. 

II.4 Automatic Loadin!! of Parallel Pro!!Tam: 

It seems so far that the execution of a paraIIel program is inconvenient and impractical. The 

users have to prepa陀 thecommand windows， as many as the number of processors that they want 

to use in the paral1el processing (!). This problem arises mainly due to the lack of automatic 

loading of parallel program， so that one has to invoke it from different processors manually. 

Unfortunaωly， the FORTRAN 77 standard d凹 snot specify any subroutines or functions used for 

parallel processing. However， almost al1 recent FORTRAN compilers running under UNIX 

operating system (hcreafter， thcy will bc cal1ed simply as UNIX FOR・rRANcompilcr8) 8uch as: 

SunFORτ'RAN(17)， Convex FORTRAN[l81， FORTRAN 77/SX[l91， etc.， provide the users with a 

powerful function system. By using it， one can invoke (almost) any UNIX commands from 

within a FORTRAN program. For instance， the statements: 

j system('hostname・)

j system(・echo $HOME・}

will display the hostname of the processor and its home di陀 ctory，resp回 tively.

The folIowing program will demonstrate how to load a paraIIel program on any processor 

available in the network， automatically. It exploits the UNIX command rsh together with the 

function system. Sorne other functions and subroutine (iargc， hoslnm and getarg)， which are 

a1so provided by UNIX FORTRAN compilers， are used to distinguish the executing pr町 田sors.
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i = iargc() 000004 
if <i .ne. 0) then 000005 

do 10 j = 1, i 000006 
call getarg(j,cpu_name) 000007 
k = systemCrsh • // cpu name // 

1 ' /pathname/paraOl &') 
000008 

10 continue 000009 
else 000010 

i = hostnm(cpu_name) 000011 
print *, 'I am processor ', cpu name 000012 

endif 000013 
stop 000014 

end 000015 

The executable program paraOl can be invoked, for example, as follows: 

paraOl cpu_l cpu_2 cpu_3 cpu_N 

Where : cpu_l, cpu_2, cpu_3 and cpu_N are arguments that denote the hostnames of remote 

processors. The program paraOl will then be executed concurrently on 4 processors and the output 

will be displayed on the same window (!). The program may also be invoked without any 

argument, such as: paraOl. However, it will be executed only by the host processor, the one is 

currently being used. 

In the program, number of arguments given at the invocation of the program paraOl is 

determined by the statement line 4. This number is then used to decide the role of the respective 

processors. The automatic loading of parallel program paraOl is performed by the statement line 8, 

which orders the remote processor "cpu_name" by using the UNIX command rsh to execute the 

program paraOl. Notice that the host processor loads itself on the remote processors (!). The 

statement line 8 also guarantees that the remote processors will always detect zero argument, so that 

it is only the host processors that can load the program paraOl on the remote processors. The 

ampersand (&) is very important, because it will signal the operating system that the rsh command 

should be executed in background. Without it, the program flow will continue to the next 

statements only if the program paraOl has been completely executed by the remote processor, 

which means that the parallelism can not be achieved (!!). In the statement line 8, the program 

- 14 -
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do 10 j = 1， i 
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但 11 getarg(j，cpu_na陪)

k = system(・rsh・//CP¥七na田//
1 ・/pathna砲 /para01晶')

10 ∞nt却.ue
e1se 

i = hostnm (cpu _ na陪}

print *，・1am pro偲 ssor・， cpu_na陪
回 dif
stop 

回 d

百lCcxccutablc progJョmparaOl can be invoked， for cxamplc. as follows: 

paraO 1 cpu_l cpu_2 cpu_3 cpu_N 

000004 
000005 
000006 
000007 
000008 

000009 
000010 
000011 
000012 
000013 
000014 
000015 

Whcrc : cpu_l. cpu_2. cpu_3 and cpu_N arc argumcnts that dcnotc thc hostnamcs of remotc 

pfωcssors. The program paraOl wi1l thcn be cxccu凶 concurrcndyon 4 processors and thc output 

will be displayed on the same window (!). The program may also be invoked without any 

argument. such as: paraOl. However. it will be executed only by the host processor. thc one is 

cur陀 ntlybeing used. 

In the program. number of arguments given at the invocation of the program paraOl is 

determined by the statement line 4. This number is then used to decidc thc role of the rcsp配 tive

pr∞:essors.百leautomatic loading of parallel program paraOl is performed by thc statemcnt 1inc 8. 

which orders the remole processor "cpu_name" by using the UNIX command rsh to exccutc thc 

program para01. Notice that the host processor loads itself on the remote processors (!). The 

湖町nentline 8 also guaran臨 S出atthe remote processors will always detect zero argument.叩出at

it is only the host processors that can load the program paraOl on the remote processors. The 

ampersand (&) is very im仰'rtant， because it will signal the operating system that the rsh comm創1d

should be executed in background. Without it， the program flow will continue to the ncxt 

statements only if the program paraOl has been completeJy executed by the remote processor， 

which means that the parallelism can not be achieved (!!). In the statement line 8， the program 
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paraOl should be invoked by specifying its full pathname (denoted by "/pathname"), because rsh 

command will always put the user on the home directory of the remote processor, which normally 

differs froir he user's current working directory. 

II.5 Locking Algorithms for Dynamic Load Balance Parallel Processing: 

In the Section II.3, it is shown that during the execution of parallel program, the processors 

communicate with each other through different disk files (i.e., message_A and message_B). 

However, it is also possible that the executing processors use a single disk file as a medium for 

sending and receiving their messages. It is not only practical to use such a single shared file for 

interprocessor communication, but it is also a natural way, whenever the processors receive and 

send messages of the same type (but do not mean the same "value") from and to other processors. 

Suppose a processor receives a message by reading a given file that contains only one integer data. 

Upon receiving the data, it increases the data by one and updates the content of the message file by 

writing the new data on the file. This processor will then continue its own task, processing the data 

that it has gotten. In the subsequent time, another processor will read the message file and, again, 

update its content in the same way as the first processor did. Then, this processor will also process 

the data. The above process sequences are repeated until the content of the message file reaches a 

certain limit value. 

One thing is hidden in the above process, namely how we deal with the situation in which two 

or more processors try to read or write the message file simultaneously. In a multitasking system, 

such as UNIX, two or more processes executed by one or more processors may access the same 

file at the same time. Simultaneous read access to a file during the execution of parallel program 

will cause the processors to get exactly the same data. Of course, it will lead to an erroneous final 

calculating results, if the parallel program is intended to use multiple processor for processing 

different data. The situation is even worse when the processors try to write their messages to the 

file simultaneously. The final status, i.e., the final content of the file is unpredictable because all 

data will be written one over another. 

- 15 -
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paraOl should be invoked by specifying ilS fu11 palhname (denoled by "/pa曲n創ne")，because rsh 

command will always pUllhe user on恥 homedirectory of由eremote pfα;essor， which nonnally 

differs合'Olf、euser's current working directory. 

ll.5 Lockinir Alirorithms食)fDvnamic Load Balance Para11el Processine:: 

In the Section 11.3， it is shown白紙 duringthe execution of para1lel program，自eprocessors 

communicale with each other through different disk files (i.e.， message_A and message_B). 

However， it is a1so possible白紙 theexecuting prlωessors use a single disk file as a medium伽

sending and receiving their messages. It is not only prac凶calto use such a single shaad file for 

interprocessor ∞mmunication， but it is also a natural way， whenever the pn訓cessorsfCceive and 

send messages of the same type (but do not mean the same "value") from a:nd to other processors. 

Suppose a processor receives a message by reading a given file出atcontains only one integer data. 

Upon receiving the data， it inc陀 asesthe data by one and updates the content of the message file by 

writing the new data on the file. This processor will then continue its own task， processing the data 

that it has gotten. In the subsequent time， another processor will問叫 themessage file and， again， 

update its ∞ntent in the same way as the frrst processor did. Then， this processor will a1so process 

th巴data.The above process sequences釘erepeated until the content of the message file reaches a 

certain Iimit value. 

One thing is hidden in the above process， namely how we dea1 with the situation in which two 

or more processors try to read or write the message file simultaneously. In a multitasking system， 

such as UNIX， two or more processes executed by one or more pro∞ssors may access the same 

file at the same time. Simu1taneous read access to a file during the execution of paral1el program 

will cause the processors to get exact1y the same da臥 Ofcourse， it wil1 lead to an erroneous fina1 

calculating results， if the parallel program is intended to use multiple processor for PI百 essing

different data. The situation is even worse when the processors try to write their messages to曲e

file simultaneously. The final status， i.e.， the final content of the file is unpredictable because all 

data will be written one over another. 
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The algorithms that we may use to carry out the above problems are very similar to the ones 

already described in Section II.2, namely, by exploiting the flag file. Prior to reading a message 

file, any processor has to check the existence of a given flag file. As the file does not exist, die 

processor will create it immediately and it can then read the message, update the received data and 

store it again to the message file. At last, this processor should never forget to delete the file, 

otherwise, the other processors that are suspending their actions will be blocked forever (!). 

The above algorithm is called locking, whose use guarantees that only one processor can 

perform some actions or use some resources at a time, while the others will be suspended to carry 

out the same things. 

The following parallel program simulates a Monte Carlo code solving the random walk 

calculations. During the execution of the program, all processors will use only one message file as 

a tool in the interprocessor communication. This file, namely batch_file, contains one integer data 

that represents number of particles and an integer data that symbolizes a seed used for generating 

the random numbers. Once a processor succeeds to read the batch_file, it increases the number of 

particles by one and stores it again together with a new seed. The process will be repeated by 

different processors, until the number of particles reaches a certain value. Through this way, any 

executing processor will always process different data. 

program para02 000001 
character*80 path_name,batch_file,flag_file, 000002 

1 node str*16,cpu name(4)*16 
data cpu_name / "cpu_l', ' cpu_2 •, • cpu_3', ' cpu_4 ' / 000003 
path_name = ' /pathname/' 000004 
i_p = lnblnk(path_name) 000005 
batch_file = path_name(:i_p) // 'batch_file' 000006 
i = iargc() 000007 
if (i .It. 2) then 000008 
call getarg(l,node str) 000009 
read(node str,*(110)',err=999) nodes 000010 

c initialize the batch file 000011 
open(98,file = batch file,form='unformatted') 000012 
write(98) 0, 1234567 000013 
close(98) 000014 

16 -
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The algorithms that we may use to carry out the above problems are very similar to the ones 

already described in Section 11.2， namely， by exploiting th巴flagfile. Prior to reading a message 

白le，any prl配 essorhas to check the existence of a given flag file. As the file d田 snot exist， the 

processor will create it immediately and it can then read the message， update the received data and 

store it again to the message file. At last， this processor should never forget to delete the fi1e， 

otherwise， the other pr，田essorsthat are suspending their actions will be blocked forever (!). 

The above a1gorithm is called locking， whose use guarantees that only one processor can 

perfonn some actions or use some resources at a time. while the others will be suspended伯 C釘可

out the same things. 

The following paraUel program simulates a Monte Carlo code solving the random walk 

ca1culations. During the execution of the program， a11 processors will use only one message file as 

a tl∞lin曲einte叩rocessorcommunication. This file， namely batch_file， contains one integer data 

that rep問 sentsnumber of particles and an integer data that symbolizes a seed used for generating 

the random numbers. Once a processor succ関 dsto read the batch_file， it increases the number of 

partic1es by one and stores it again together with a new seed. The process will be問 peatedby 

different processors， until the number of particles reaches a certain value. Through出isway. any 

executing processor wilI always pro∞ss different data. 

program para02 
character時 opath_name，batch_file，flag_file， 

1 nod.e_str*16， cpu _name (4) *16 
data cpu一問時 1 'cpu_l'， 'cpu_2・J中 u_3'，，句u4・/
path nar陪 ・/pathname/ ' 
iy = lnblnk(伊 thnar陪}
batch_file = path_name(:iy) 11・batchfile' 
i = iargcO 
if (i .lt. 2) then 
call getarg(l ， ~ode_str) 

read(nαie str，' (ilO) • ，er=999) nodes 
c---initialize the batch fi1e---

ope~(98 ， file = batch_file，form='unformatted') 
write(98) 0， 1234567 
close (98) 
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if (nodes .gt. 4) nodes = 4 
load the parallel program to all processors 

do 10 i = 1, nodes 
write (node_str, ' (i4)') i 
j = system('rsh ' // cpu_name(i) // 

1 path_name(:i_p) // ' para02 ' 
2 // 'dummy_arg ' // node_str // ' &') 

10 continue 
stop 

endif 
call getarg(2,node_str) 
read(node_str,'(i4)') node 
flag_file = path_name(:i_p) // 'flag_file' 

c check the existence of the flag file 
20 open(99, file = flag_file,status='new',err=20) 

open(98,file=batch_file,form='unformatted') 
read(98) n,nseed0 
n = n + 1 
x = rand(nseedO) 
nseed = l.e7 * rand(0) 
rewind(98) 
write(98) n, nseed 
close(98) 
close(99,status = 'delete') 
if (n .gt. 100) goto 30 
call RandomJWalk(nseedO, i) 
print *, cpu_name(node), n, i 
call flush(6) 

goto 20 
30 stop 
999 print *, 'Invalid number of processors. Execution ', 

1 'canceled !!!.' 
stop 

end 
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subroutine RandomJWalk(nseed,iter) 
double precision dl,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6 
x = rand(nseed) 
iter = 100000 * rand(0) 
dl = 0.5d0 
d2 = 0.5d0 
d3 = 0.499975d0 
d4 = 2.0d0 
d5 = 0.75d0 
d6 = 0.50025d0 
do 10 i = 1, iter 
d] = d3 * datan(d4 * dsin(dl) * dcos(dl) / 

(dcos(dl+d2) + dcos(dl-d2) - l.OdO)) 
d2 = d3 * datan(d4 * dsin(d2) * dcos(d2) / 

(dcos(dl+d2) +dcos(dl-d2) - l.OdO)) 
d5 = dsqrt(dexp(dlog(d5) / d6)) 

continue 
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if (nodes .gt. 4) nodes 4 
c---1伺 dthe paralle1 pr'勾 ramto all processors---

do 10 i = 1， nodes 
write (node str， ' (i4) ') i 
j system('rsh' //中un副首三 (i) // 

1 path_nar隠れi-r) 11 ' para02 ' 
2 / / 'durrmy_arg・//node str // ' &・)

10 continue 
stop 

endif 
団 11 getarg (2， node_str) 
read (node str，・ (i4)・ nαje
f1ag_fi1e-= path_na陪 (:i-p)// 'flag_file' 

c---check the existence of the flag fi1e---
20 open(99， fi1e = flag_fi1e，status=・new'，err=20) 

open(98，file=batch_fi1e，formF'unformatted') 
read(98) n，nseedO 
n n + 1 
x = rand(nseedO) 
nseed = 1.e7 * rand(O) 
rewind(98) 
write(98) n， nseed 
close (98) 
close(99，status =・de1ete')
if (n .gt. 100) goto 30 
call Rand叩 Walk(nseedO，i) 
print *，中立ーna剛則的， n， i 
call flush(6) 

goto 20 
30 stop 
999 print *，・Invalidnumber of processors. Execution " 

1 ・cance1ed!!!.・
stop 

end 

subroutine Randαn Walk(nseed，iter) 
double precision d1，d2，d3，d4，d5，d6 
x = rand (nseed) 
iter = 100000 * rand(O) 
d1 = 0.5dO 
d2 = 0.5dO 
d3 = 0.499975dO 
d4 = 2.0dO 
d5 = 0.75dO 
d6 = 0.50025dO 
do 10 i 1， iter 

dJ = d3 * datan(d4 * dsin(d1) * dcos(dl) / 
1 (dcos(d1+d2) + dcos(d1-d2) -1.0dO)) 

d2=d3大 datan(d4* dsin(d2) * dcos(d2) / 
1 (dcos(dl+d2) +dcos(dl-d2)ー1.0dO)) 

d5 = dsqrt (dexp (d1og (d5) / d6)) 
10 continue 
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return 
end 

The program para02 introduces two new functions that are also provided by UNIX FORTRAN 

compilers, namely, Inblrik for getting the length of the content of a string variable and rand for 

generating random numbers. The subroutine,/ZMs/t in the statement line 40 will make sure that the 

output will be immediately displayed on the terminal, so that users can see directly how the parallel 

processing is performed. Without it, the output will be stored in the processor's buffer and will be 

print out on terminal only when the buffer is already full or at the end of program execution. The 

subroutine Random_Walk is included here for completeness. It serves mainly to reduce the 

frequency of the moments, where two or more processors access the message file simultaneously, 

by providing enough calculation time. Also, it simulates the random walk calculations in a Monte 

Carlo code. 

The statement line 19 show how the host processor passes two arguments ("dummy_arg" and 

"node_str") to the remote processors, while it loads the program para02 (i.e., itself) on them. The 

second argument ("node_str") will be used by the remote processors to assign their node number 

(node) with the help of statement line 23 and 24. However, the first argument ("dummy_arg") is 

merely a dummy argument. By using this technique, the remote processors will always detect 2 

arguments, meaning that they will certainly skip the statements line 9 to 21. 

The locking algorithm is applied to the statement line 27. Any processor that detects the 

existence of the flag_file will be suspended by performing a loop on the same statement line. Once 

a processor success to open the flag_file, it will read the batch_file to get the number of particles (n) 

as well as the seed (nseed), update them and store them again in the file batch_file. Before the 

processor invokes the subroutine Random_Walk, it deletes the flag_file by executing the statement 

line 36, so that the other processors will have a chance to read the batch_file. 

- 18 -
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官leprogram p.制 02introduces two new functions伽 tare also provi也dbyUN医 FORTRAN

compilers， namely， Inblnk for getting the length of出econtent of a stting variable and rand for 

generating ra直ldomnumbers.官lesubroutineflush in the statement line 40 will make sure th創出e

output will be immediately displayed on the tenninal， so白紙usersc組 seedirectly how the戸凶lel

processing is perfonned. Withc，Ul it， the output will be stored in the processo内 bufferand will be 

print out on tenninal only when the buffer is already full or at the end of program execution.百e

subroutine Random_ Walk is included here for completeness. It serves mainly to時 ducethe 

仕'equencyof the moments， where two or more processors access the message file simultaneously， 

by providing enough calculation time. Also， it simulates the random walk calculations in a Monte 

Carloc吋.e.

官1estatement line 19 show how the host processor passes two arguments ("dummy_arg"組 d

"node_str") to the remote processors， whi1e it Joads th~ program para02 (iム itself)on出em.官1e

second argument ("node_str") will be used by the remote PIひcessorsωassigntheir node number 

(node) with the help of statement Jine 23組 d24. However， the first argument ("dummy_arg") is 

merely a dummy argument. By using this tt;Chnique， the remote processors will always detect 2 

arguments， meaning that山eywill ∞rtainly skip the statements line 9 to 21. 

The 1∞king algorithm is applied to the statement line 27. Any pf田 essorthat detects the 

existence of the fla8-fiIe will be suspen也dby perfonning a loop on the same statement 1ine. Once 

a processor sucαssωopen出eflaιfile， it will re叫 thebatch_file to get the number of particles (n) 

as well as the seed (nseed)， update them and store them again in the fi)e batch_file. Before the 

prl∞essor invokes the subroutine Random_ Walk， it deletes the fla8-fi1e byexecuting the statement 

U問 36，so白紙theo血erprocessors will have a chance to read the batch_fi1e. 
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During the message passing above, an unformatted file type has been exploited. This file type 

enables us to open a file for both read and write actions at once. It offers also the most efficient use 

of disk space and great flexibility & fast read/write access. 

Due to the randomness in the execution time of the subroutine Random_Walk, the total number 

of processes that are performed by each processor is different from one to another. This technique 

of distributing the tasks to the executing processors is called dynamic load balance. Every 

processor is kept busy, by taking a new task as soon as its previous task is already completed, 

without having to wait for the other processors completing their tasks. 

To execute the program para02, user has only to give the number of processor as an argument 

while invoking the program, such as: pa ra02 3. It will then order the host processor to load the 

program para02 on three remote processors, namely cpu_l, cpu_2 and cpu_3. The program will 

also work well whenever one of the remote processor is accidentally also the host processor. 

Invoking para02 without any argument will simply cause the program terminates, without loading 

the program para02 on any remote processor. 

UNIX FORTRAN compilers also provide us with another runtime library function that can be 

exploited to realizing the locking algorithm. The integer function rename that serves to change 

the name of a file will help the users to develop parallel program in a more efficient and elegant 

way. From the experience we found that the locking algorithm using the rename function works 

superior to the one that uses only the open and close statements explained above. 

With the rename function, message passing can be performed without having to create a flag 

file. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the locking process during the message passing between two 

processors. Both processors use a disk file A as the place to receive and send the message from 

one and to another. At a certain moment, processor 1 finds that the file A does exist, so that the 

rename process will be performed successfully. Now, the file A is renamed to file A.001. Then, 

the processor 1 begins to read the data contained in the file and sends back the other data simply by 

writing them to the file A.001. Meanwhile, processor N is also trying to access the file A, 
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During the message passing above， an unfonnatted file type h回 beenexploited. This file type 

enables us to open a file for加thread and write actions at on印. It offers also the most efficient use 

ofdiskspa田印dgreat flexibility & fast read/write access. 

Due to the randomness in the execution time of the subroutine Random_ Walk，由etotal number 

of processes that are戸rfonnedby each processor is different合omone to anotIler. This飴chnique

of dis住ibutingthe tasks to the executing pr，回目sorsis caIledのnamicload bβfanct!. Every 

processor is kept busy， by taking a new task as s∞n白 itsprevious task is already completed， 

without having to wait for the other proc酎 sor8completing their tasks. 

To execute the program para02， user has only to give the number of proc.:ssor as卸 argument

while invoking the program， such as: p町 a02 ~. It will then order the bost processorωload the 

program para02 on three remote processors. namely cpu_l. cpu_2 and cpu_3. The program will 

also work well whenever one of the remote processor is accidentally also the host processor. 

Invoking para02 without any argument will simply cause the program lenninates. without loading 

出eprogram para02 on any remote processor. 

UNIX FORTRAN compilers also provide us with another runtime 1ibrary function that can be 

exploited to realizing the locking algorithm. The integer function rename白紙 servesto change 

the name of a file will help the users to develop parallel program in a more efficient and elegant 

way. From the experience we found that the Iocking algorithm using the rellllme function works 

superior to the one that uses only the open and close statements explained above. 

With the rename function， message passing can be performed without having to create a tlag 

file. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the locking proccss during the message passing between two 

processors. Both processors use a disk file A as the place 10 receive and send the message from 

one and to another. At a cenain moment. processor 1 finds that the file A does exist. so tbat tbe 

rename pr田 esswill be perfonned successfully. Now， the file A is 民 namedto file A.∞1.百en.

山eprocessor 1 begins to陀 adthe data contained in the file and sends back the other data simply by 

writing them to the file A.OOl. Meanwhile. processor N is also trying to access the file A. 
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however, the renaming process fails because the file A has already vanished. It will keep on trying 

as long as the processor 1 has not yet completed its work. The processor 1 will change again the 

name of file from A.OOl to A, when it has completed the receiving and sending of data. Through 

this way, the processor N may begin to access the file. 

Processor 1 
Program P 

Rename A to A.OOl 

Recieve and Send 
Message 

Rename A.OOl to A 

Continue 

Disk File 

EB 

Processor N 
Program P 

Rename A to A.00N 

Rename A to A.00N 

Rename A to A.O0N 

Recieve and Send 
Message 

Rename A.00N to A 

Continue 

Figure 2.2 : Locking algorithm using the rename function during the message passing between two 
processors. 
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however， the renaming process fails because the file A has a1ready vanished. It will keep on町 ing

as long as the processor 1 has not yet completed its work. The processor 1 will change again the 

name of file from A.∞1 to A， when it has completed the receiving and sending of data.百 rough

this way， the processor N may begin to access血efile. 

Proo倒閣rNDisk File Pr，舵価回r1 Time 
S伺 le
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…
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R配 :ieveand Send 
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Figure 2.2: Locking algorithm using the rename function during the message passing between two 
processors. 
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The modified version of program para02, below, will show how to realize the locking 

algorithm by using a rename function. Further, it demonstrates the algorithms for merging and 

sorting the contents of output Files, which are produced by the executing processors, into one final 

output file. 

program para03 000001 
in teger rename 000002 
character*80 patii_name, batc±t_f i l e , dummy, out_f i l e , 000003 

1 node_str*16, cpu_name(4)*16 
data cpu_name / ' cpu_ l ' , , cpu_2 ,

/ ' cpu_3 ' , ' cpu_4* / 000004 
pathjtiame = '/pathname/' 000005 
i_p = lnblnk(path_name) 000006 
batch_f i le = path_name<:ijp) / / ' ba tch_f i l e ' 000007 
i = large() 000008 
i f ( i . I t . 2) then 000009 

c a l l getarg(1,dummy) 000010 
read(dummy,'(ilO)' ,err-999) nodes 000011 

c — i n i t i a l i z e the batch f i l e — 000012 
open(98,f i le => batch_file,form='unformatted') 000013 
write(98) 0, 1234567 000014 
close(98) 000015 
i f (nodes .g t . 4) nodes = 4 000016 
write(dummy,'(16)') nodes 000017 

c load the p a r a l l e l program t o a l l processors 000018 
do 10 i = 1, nodes 000019 

wr i te (node_s t r ,*( i4) ' ) i 000020 
j=system('rsh ' / / cpu_name(i) / / path_name(:i_p) 000021 

1 / / ' para03 ' / / dummy / / node_str / / ' &•) 
10 continue 000022 

stop 000023 
endif 000024 
call getarg(1,dummy) 000025 
read(dummy,'(i4)') nodes 000026 
call getarg(2,dummy) 000027 
read(dummy,'(i4)*) node 000028 
write(out_file,*(a,i2.2)') path_name(:i_p) // ' 000029 

1 out_', node 
open(99,file=out_file) 000030 
write(dummy,'(a,i2.2)*) path_name(: i_p) // 'dummy_', 000031 

1 node 
c rename the batch file to dummy file 000032 
20 if (rename (batch_file, dummy) .ne. 0) goto 20 000033 

open(98,file=dummy,form='unformatted') 000034 
read(98) n,nseedO 000035 
n = n + 1 000036 
x = rand(nseedO) 000037 
nseed = l.e7 * rand(0) 000038 
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The modified version of program para02， below， will show how to realize the locking 

algorithm by using a rename function. Further， it demonstrates the a1goritLns for merging and 

so而ngthe contents of output flles， which are produced by the executing proαssors， into one fincU 

output file. 

pr，勾rampara03 
integer rename 
character女80 path name，batch file，dUIllIν，out_file， 

1 node_str*16，cpu_na隠 (4)*16 
data cpu _ nar陪 1'cpu_1・， 'cpu_2・， 'cpu_3・， 'cpu_4・/
path_nar田=・/戸t加担鴎/・

i J> = lnblnk (path _ n剖巴}

batch_file = path_nar陪 (:i-p)11 'batch_file' 
i = iargcO 
if (i .lt. 2) then 

call getarg (1， dummy) 
read(dummy， '(i10)・，err-999) nodes 

c---initia1ize the batch fi1e--田

。戸n(98，file= batch_file，formF・unfonnatted') 
write(98) 0， 1234567 
close(98) 
if (nodes .g七. 4) nodes = 4 
write (durrrny，・ (i6)・)nodes 

c---load the parallel program to all processors---
do 10 i 1， nodes 

write(node_str，・ (i4)・ i
j=syst凹{・rsh・11cpu_name (i) /1 path_name (: iJl) 

1 11 ' para03・11dummy 11 node_str /1 'ι・}

10 contむlUe
stop 

endif 
call getarg(1，dummy) 
read(durrrny， '(i4) ') nodes 
call getarg(2，dummy) 
read (dummy， ， (i 4) ') node 
write(out_file， '(a，i2.2)・) path_nara(:iJl) 1/・

1 out ・， node 
。戸n(99，file司 ut_file)
write (durrmy， ， (a， i2 .2) ') path_nar陪 (:iJl) 11・dummy_'， 

1 node 
c---rename the batch file to dummy file---
20 if (rename(batch_file，dummy) .ne. 0) goto 20 

open(98，file=dummy，formF'unfonnatted') 
read(98) n，nseedO 
n = n + 1 
x = rand(nseedO) 
nseed = 1.e7 * rand(O) 
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rewind(98) 000039 
write(98) n, nseed 000040 
close(98) 000041 
i = rename(dunroy,batch_file) 000042 
if (n .gt. 100) goto 30 000043 
call RandomJWalk(nseedO, i) 000044 
print *, n, i, cpu_name(node) 000045 
call flush(6) 000046 
write(99,*) n, i , cpu_name(node) 000047 

goto 20 000048 
30 close(99) 000049 

open(99,file=path_name(:i_p) // 'STOP',status-*new', 000050 
1 err=40) 

call Merge(nodes,node,path_name,i_p) 000051 
stop 000052 

40 write(dummy,*(a,i2.2)') path_name(:i_p) // 'finish_*, 000053 
1 node 

i = rename (out_file, dummy) 000054 
stop 000055 

999 print *, 'Invalid number of processors. Execution ', 000056 
1 'canceled !!!.' 

stop 000057 
end 000058 

10 

20 

30 
40 

subroutine Merge(nodes,node,path_name, i_p) 000059 
integer rename 000060 
character*(*) path_name,out_file*80,finish*80 000061 
logical skip(4), repeat 000062 
do 10 i = 1, nodes 000063 
skip(i) = .false. 000064 
skip(node) = .true. 000065 
write(out_file,*(a,i2.2)*) path_name(: ip) // 'out_', 000066 

node 
repeat = .false. 000067 
do 40 i = 1, nodes 000068 
if ( skip(i) ) goto 40 000069 
write(finish,'(a,i2.2)*) path_name(: i_p) // 000070 

•finish_' , i 
open(99,file=finish,status='old',err=30) 000071 

close(99) 000072 
skip(i) = .true. 000073 
j = systemCcat ' // finish // '»' // 000074 

out_file) 
open(99,file=finish) 000075 
close(99,status='delete') 000076 
goto 40 000077 

repeat = .true. 000078 
continue 000079 
if (repeat ) goto 20 000080 
write(finish,'(a,i2.2)') path_name (: i_p) // 000081 

'batch file' 
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rewind(98) 000039 
write (98) n， nseed 000040 
close(98) 000041 
i r宙即時(dur町lY，batch_file) 000042 
if (n .gt. 100)-goto 30 000043 
但 11胎 ndαn陶 lk(nseedO，i) 000044 
pr担七*， n， -i，叩una鵬 (nα制 000045 
call flush (6) ー 000046
wri七e(99，吋 n， i ， CPU-l鴎鵬 (nc刈e) 000047 

goto 20 000048 
30 close (99) 000049 

q港n(99，file苛泡.th_naR証言(:iJ>) /ノ'STOP・，status-'new'， 000050 
.1 erz:=40) 

国11 胎 rge(n叫 es，n叫 e，path_国間，主j>) 000051 
stop 000052 

40 write(dummy，' (a，i2.2)・path_n出削:i J>) / / 'finish _' ， 000053 
1 n凶 e

i = rename (outJile， dummy) 000054 
stop 000055 

999 print *，・lnvalidnumber of processors. Exeωtion・ 000056

10 

20 

30 
40 

1 ・canceled!!!.・
stop 

end 

subroutine胎 rge(nodes，node，戸thr即時，iy)
integer rename 
character*(吋 path_name，out_file*80，finish*80
logical skip(4) ， re戸 at
do 10 i = 1， nodes 
skip(i) .false. 
skip(nα:ie) .true. 
write(out file，・ (a，i2.2)・ path_name(:ip)11・out_'， 

1 n吋 e
repeat = .false. 
do 40 i 1， nodes 

if ( skip(i) ) goto 40 
write(finish，・ (a，i2 .2) ') path_nar陪 (:iy) 11 

1 ・finish.-' ， .i 
open(99，file=finish，status='old'，err=30) 

close (99) 
skip(i) .true. 
j = sys七回(，国t ・// finish // ・>>・ // 

1 out file) 
open (99， file=finish) 
close(99，status='delete') 
go七o40 

re戸 at= .true. 
continue 
if (repeat) goto 20 
write (finish，・ (a，i2.2)') path_nar隠れiy)1/ 

1 ・batchfile ・
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open(99,file=finish) 000082 
close(99,status='delete') 000083 
open(99,file=path_name(:i_p) / / 'STOP') 000084 
close(99,status=•delete•) 000085 
j=system( ,sort -n -o ' / / out_file / / out_file) 000086 
j=rename(out_file,path_name(:i_p) / / 'OUTPUT' 000087 
return 000088 

end 000089 

The statement line 2, that defines the rename function as an .uicger function, is very 

important Ignorance of such a statement will cause an improperly execution of the program para03 

(!). The statement line 33 serves to rename the message file batch_file to "dummy_xx". It also 

uses the return value of the rename function, in a direct manner, to check whether the rename 

process is successful or not. If necessary, i.e., whenever the rename function returns a non zero 

value, it will loop on the same line. 

The program also demonstrates how to manage the temporary calculating results produced by 

any of the executing processors. They save the results in their own files. The node number (node) 

will be used by the statement line 29 to determine the filename of respective processor. The 

algorithm adopted in the statement line SO is used to determine which processor will merge all the 

output files. Only one processor will perform this task, namely, the one that takes the least time to 

complete its last calculations. This processor will then combine all the output file, through the 

statement line 74, with the help of UNIX command cat. The other UNIX command, sort, is also 

exploited to sorting the contents of the merging file. 

n.6 Semaphore in Host-node Model Parallel Program : 

So far, the algorithm that we have been discussed previously deal with only one parallel 

programming style, namely, the hostless model. The advantage of this model is that the users 

have only to develop one parallel program, so that it is more compact and easier to maintain. 

However, the other computing problems will lead naturally to another style of parallel 

programming, the host-node model, in which two different programs are needed to solving a 
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句氾n(99，file=finish)
close(99，status='delete・)
q氾n(99，file苛泡.th_naIa(:iJ>) //・S賞受・)
close(99，status=・delete・}
j=system ( 'so比 -n-0・//out_file // out_file) 
j暗闇脂(out_file，pa廿1nar隠 (:iJ>) //・αJ1'P町'

retum 
回 d

000082 
000083 
000084 
000085 
000086 
000087 
000088 
000089 

Thc statcmcnt linc 2.出atdcfincs thc renome function齢 制 品ωgcrfunction. is vcry 

加 portanLIgnoran偲 ofsucha s旬伽lcntwill伺 .uscan加.propcrlyCXI民 u¥Ionof白cprogrョm戸ra03

(!).百lCsta飽mcntlinc 33 scrvcs to rcnamc thc mcssagc filc batch_filc to "dummy_xx". It aI回

uscs thc rcturn valuc of thc renome function， in a dircct manncr. to chcck whcthcr thc rcnamc 

proccss is succcssful or not. If nl回目sary，i.c.， whcncvcr thc renome function rctums a non mro 

value， it willl∞'pon曲esame line. 

百 eprogram a1so demons回 teshow to manage the temporary calculating rcsults produccd by 

any of the executing prωessors. They savc thc results in their own filcs. Thc nodc numbcr (nodc) 

will be used by the statement line 29 to determine the filename of resp配 tiveprocessor. The 

a1gorithm adopted in the statement line 50 is used to determine which processor will merge a11 the 

output files. Only one processor will perform this task， namely， the one that takes the least time ω 

complete its last calculations.百 isprocessor will then combine all the output filc， through the 

statement line 74， with the help of UNIX command cot.百leother UNIX command. sort. is a1so 

exploi包dωso国ngthe contents of the merging file. 

ll.6 Semanhore in Host引 odeM岨elParallel PrOlrram: 

So far， the algorithm that we have been discussed previously deal with only onc parallel 

programming style， namely， the hostless model. The advantage of this model is that the users 

have only to develop one parallel program， so that it is more compact and easier to maintain. 

However， the other computing problems will lead naturally to another style of parallel 

programming， the host-node model， in which two diffe即時 programsat'芭 n関 ded胞 solvinga 
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single computing problem. The first program, called host or master program, will be executed on 

the host processor and the second, called node or slave program, will be loaded and executed on 

the remote processors. The host program mainly has the function to perform the non-time-critical 

tasks and "once-only" aspects of die calculation, such as initialization and automatic loading of the 

node program on the remote processors. It may also act as a coordinator, which supervises and 

distributes the tasks to the node processors, combines the results and performs the final 

calculations. On die other hand, the node program will act as a "work horse," which performs the 

main computing actions. 

As a good example, one may take the MCNP4 code. At the initialization phase, a huge file 

(RUNTPE) will be generated to store cross section data, problem input, geometry data, etc. It 

will consume an excessive amount of disk space, if all node processors try to generate their own 

files. Also, a large file will be generated by the code, as the output file (OUTP) during and at the 

end of an execution. Clearly, the host model is a better choice in parallelizing such a code. 

In the following, we will reconstruct the program para03 into two seperate programs, which 

represent a host-node model parallel program. The host program is extracted from the first part of 

program para03 and the subroutine Merge, while the node program is taken from die last part, 

including the subroutines Random_Walk. 

During the execution of the program, the interprocessor communications are established only 

between the host and node processors. No data will be passed from one node processor to 

another. Each node processor uses its own message file for receiving and sending data from and 

to the host processor, which is completely separated from other's files. 

program host 000001 
logical notyet(4), repeat 000002 
character*80 path_name,batch_file(4),dummy,out_file, 000003 

1 node_str*16,cpu_name(4)*16,log_nm(4)*16 
data cpu_name / 'cpu_l',' cpu_2','cpu_3','cpu_4' /, 000004 

1 log_nm / 'log_l','log_2','log 3','log_4* / 
path_name = •/pathname/' " 000005 
i_p = lnblnk(path_name) 000006 
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single computing problem. The first program， caIled host or master program， wi1l be executed on 

出.ehost processor and the second， called node or slave program， will be loaded and executed on 

由e陀 motepr∞essors. The host program mainly has the function to perfonn t恥 non-time-凶 ti伺 l

tasks and "once-only" aspects of the calculation， such as Initialization叩 dauωmaticloading of the 

node program on the remote pr皿 essors.It may also act as a coordinator， which supervi鈴 S組 d

distributes the tasks to the node processors， combines the results and performs the final 

calculations. On the other hand， the n拙 programwill act出 a"work horse，" which戸:rfonns白

mam compunng actlons. 

Asag似xlexample， one may take the MCNP4 code. At出einitialization phase， a huge file 

(RUNTPE) will be generated to store cross section data， problem input， geometry data， ctc. It 

will consume an excessive amount of disk space， if叫 n叫.eprひcessors町 togenerate their own 

files. Also， a 1釘'gefile will be generated by the code， as the output file (OUTP) during and at the 

end of an execution. Clearly，出chostm叫elis a better choice in parョllelizingsuch a codc. 

In the following， we will reconslruct the program para03 into two seperate programs， which 

陀 presenta host-node m叫elp訂剖lelprogram. The host program Is extracted告。m曲ettrStp制 of

program parョ03and the subroutine Merge， while the node Program is taken from the last p回，

including the subroutines Random_ W凶k.

During the execution of the program， the interprocessor communications倒芭 establishedonly 

between the host and node processors. No data will be passed from one node processor 10 

another. Each node processor uses its own message file for receiving and sending da飽食omand 

t'O the host proceSs'Or， which is completely separated from other's files. 

pr勾 ramhost 
logical notyet(4)， repeat 
character*80 path_narne，batch_file(4)，dummy，out_file， 

1 node str*16，句u_narne(4)*16，109_nm(4)*16 
data 停止nar隠 / 'cpu_l・， 'cpu_2・， 'cpu_3・， 'cpu_4・/，

1 log_nm / '1句L1・， '1句L2・， '1og__3・， '1勾 L4'f 
path _narne = '/pathn田-e/' 
i J' = lnb1nk (戸thnar鴨)
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i = iargc() 
if (i .eq. 0) goto 777 
call getargd, dummy) 
read(dummy,'(ilO)',err=888) nodes 
if (nodes.gt.4 .or. nodes.le.O) nodes = 4 
call getarg(2,dummy) 
read(dummy,'(ilO)",err=10) nps 
if (nps .le. 0) nps = nodes 
goto 20 

10 nps = nodes 
c initialize the batch files and 
c load the parallel program to all processors 
20 do 30 i = 1, nodes 

write(node_str,'(i2.2)') i 
batch__f ile(i)=path_name (:ijp)//'batch_' // node_str 
open(98,file = batch_file(i),form=*unformatted') 
write(98) 0, -12345, 0 
close(98) 
j - system('chmod 666 ' // batch_file) 
j=system('rsh '// cpu_name(i) // '-1 ' // log_nm(i) 

1 // path_name(:i_p) // "node '// 
1 batch_file(i) // ' &') 

30 continue 
write(out_file,"(a)') path_name(:i_p) // 'OUTPUT' 
open(99,file=out_file) 
nseedO = 1234567 
k = 1 
do 60 i = 1, nps 

40 do 50 j = k, nodes 
open(98,file=batch_f ile(j),form='unformatted') 
read(98) m, n, nn 
if (m .eq. 0) then 

if (n .gt. 0) then 
write (99, *) n, nn, cpu__name(j) 
print *, n, nn, cpu_name(j) 

endif 
rewind(98) 
write (98) i, needO, nn 
close(98) 
x = rand(nseedO) 
nseedO = l.e7 * rand(0) 
if (j .eq. nodes) then 

k = 1 
else 

k = 
endif 
goto 60 

endif 
close(98) 

50 continue 
k = 1 
goto 40 

60 continue 

j + 1 
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i = iargcO 
if (i .eq. 0) goto 777 
ca11 getarg(1，dummy) 
read(dunmy，・(i10)・，err=888)nodes 
if (nodes.gt.4 .or. nodes.le.O) nodes = 4 
国 11 getarg (2， dummy) 
read (dunmy，・(i10)・，err=10)nps 
if (nps .1e. 0) nps = nα:ies 
goto 20 

10 nps = nodes 
c---initialize the凶 .tchfiles and---
c---1oad the para11e1 program to a11 pro偲 ssors---
20 do 30 i = 1， nodes 

30 

40 

50 

60 

write (node str，・ (i2.2)・ i
国 tch_file(i)明 th_na鵬 (.:iJ>)11・凶.tch・11n吋 estr 
句 en(98，fi1e= batCb_fi1e(T)，fOrmF・unformatted') 
write(98) 0， -12345， 0 
c1ose(98) 
j ... syst側{・ChmXI.666・11batch_file) 
j=syst倒 ('rsh'//句>unar田 (i) //・4 ・//1，句Lnm(i)

1 //戸.thn館前:iJ>) //・n叫 e ・//
1 bat-ch flle (i)刀， &') 

continue 
write(out_file，・ (a)・path-p田le(:iy)//・αJTPtJl'・
Op回 (99，file司 ut_file)
nseedO = 1234567 
k = 1 
do 60 i = 1， nps 

do 50 j = k， nodes 
Op句 (98，fileせ)dtch_file(j)，form='unforn也tted')
read(98) m， n， nn 
if (m .eq. 0) then 

if (n .gt. 0) then 
write(99，吋 n，nn， cpu_name(j) 
print *， n， nn， cpu _ nar隠 (j)

endif 
rewind(98) 
write(98) i， needO， nn 
close(98) 
x = rand(nseedO) 
ns鵠 dO= l.e7 * r.出 d(O)
if (j .eq. n叫 es) 出回

k = 1 
else 

k = j + 1 
endif 
goto 60 

endif 
close (98) 

continue 
k = 1 
goto 40 

continue 
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do 70 i = 1, nodes 000058 
70 notyet(i) = .true. 000059 
80 repeat = .false. 000060 

do 90 i = 1, nodes 000061 
if ( notyet(i) ) then 000062 
open(98,file=batch_f ile(i),form= * unformatted') 000063 
read(98) m, n, nn 000064 
if (m .eq. 0) then 000065 

write(99,*) n,nn,cpu_name(i) 000066 
print *, n,nn,cpu_name(i) 000067 
rewind(98) 000068 
write(98) -1000, -1000 000069 
close(98) 000070 
notyet(i) - .false. 000071 
goto 90 000072 

endif 000073 
close(98) 000074 
repeat - .true. 000075 

endif 000076 
90 continue 000077 

if ( repeat ) goto 80 000078 
close(99) 000079 
j=system('sort -n -o ' // out_file // out_file) 000080 
stop 0C0081 

777 print *, 'Please, give the number of processors and ' 000082 
1 'number of particles as arguments !' 

stop 000083 
888 print *, 'Invalid number of processors. Execution ', 000984 

1 'canceled !!!.' 
stop 000085 
end 000086 

program node 
double precision dl,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6 
character*80 batch_file 
call getarg(l,batch_file) 

10 open(99,file=batch_f ile,form='unformatted') 
read(99) n, nseed 
if (n .ne. 0) then 

if (n .eq. -1000) then 
close(99,status=*delete') 
stop 

endif 
x = rand(nseed) 
iter = 100000 * rand(0) 
rewind (99) 
write(99) 0, n, iter 
close(99) 

else 
close(99) 
goto 10 
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do 70 i = 1， nαies 
notyet(i) .true. 
rep白七 .false.
do 90 i = 1， nodes 

if ( notyet(i) )出回

q溜 1(98， file司副atch_file(i)，formF・unformatted') 
E回.d(98)m， n， nn 
if (m .eq. 0) tl児n

write(99，吋 n，nn， c:pu _1閣制i)
print *， n， nn， c:pu _ nar晦 (i)
rew.おld(98)
write(98) -1000， -1000 
close(98) 
notyet(i) - .false. 
goto 90 

自刈if
close(98) 
repeat - . true. 

endif 
cont幻lue
if (四，peat) goto 80 
close(99) 
j=syst側{・sort-n -0・//out_fi1e // out_file) 
stop 
print *，・Please， gi ve the nl.lIlt>er of pr∞essors and ・

'number of partic1es as arguments ・
stop 
prなlt*， 'Invalid nurrt>er of prc珂 :e;:;sors.Exe∞tion " 

.但nceled!!!.・
stop 
end 

pr勾 ramnode 
double precision d1，d2，d3，d4，d5，d6 
character*80 凶 tchfile 
call getarg(1，batch_fi1e) 
open(99，file=batch_file，formF・unfon田tted')
read(99) n， nseed 
if (n .ne. 0) tb凹

if (n .eq. -1000)油田

close(99，status=・delete・}
stop 

回 dif
x ど回d(nseed)
iter = 100000 * rand(O) 
rewind(99) 
write(99) 0， n， iter 
close(99} 

else 
close(99) 
goto 10 
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endif 000020 
dl = 0.5d0 000021 
d2 = 0.5d0 000022 
d3 = 0.499975d0 000023 
d4 = 2.0d0 000024 
d5 = 0.75d0 000025 
d6 = 0.50025d0 000026 
do 20 i = 1, iter 000027 
dl = d3 * datan(d4 * dsin(dl) * dcos(dl) / 000028 

1 (dcos(dl+d2) + dcos(dl-d2) - l.OdO)) 
d2 = d3 * datan(d4. * dsin(d2) * dcos(d2) / 000029 

1 (dcos(dl+d2) +dcos(dl-d2) -- l.OdO)) 
d5 = dsqrt(dejqp(dlog(d5) / d6)) 000030 

20 continue 000031 
goto 10 000032 
end 000033 

The statement line 25 of the program host uses the UNIX command chmod to grant access 

permission to the file batch_file. The option 666 that is included there guarantees that the owner, 

group and other user may freely perform read and write access to the file. This is extremely 

important whenever the executing processors belong to different local area network. In such 

environment, the same user may have a given GPID in one local area network, but he may belong 

to a different GPID on the other local area network. This also may happen even in the same local 

area network, where users are grouped to different GPIDs. 

Another problem that one wil1 face in using multiple processors that reside on different local 

area networks is that one must deal with die login names. The same user may login on one 

machine by using a given username, but he has to use a different usemame (or even borrow one 

from other user) to login on different machine. To tackle the above problem, the statement 26 

uses an additional option, namely, "-1 " together with "log_nm", the username which.has a 

privilege to access the remote machine. Notice that the host processor, now, loads the program 

node, not itself (!). The technique described above are implemented in the program code of 

MCNPNFS for automatically loading of the code on all processor in a homogeneous system. 

The program host uses the loop number 60 to farm out the task to all the node processors. 

Before assigning a task to a node processor, the host processor will check the first integer data on 

— 27 

endif 
d1 = 0.5dO 
d2 = 0.5dO 
d3 = 0.499975dO 
d4 = 2.OdO 
d5 = 0.75dO 
d6 = 0.50025dO 
do 20 i = 1， iter 
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d1=d3*也t田 (d4* ds臼(d1) * d∞'S (d1) / 
1 (d∞.s(d1+d2) + d∞s(d1-d2) -1.OdO)) 

d2 = d3 * datan(d4女 dsin(d2)* dα)s (d2) / 
1 (dl∞5 (d1+d2) +d∞5 (d1-d2) -l.OdO)) 

d5=ds宇七 (clexp(dlog (d5) / d6)) 
20αmtinue 

goto 10 
end 

000020 I 
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The statement line 2S of the program host uses the UNIX command chmod to grant舵 cess

pennission to the ft]e batch_ft]e. The option 666 that is includcd there guarantees that the owner， 

group and other user may freely perfonn read and write access to the ft]e. This is extremely 

import:lllt whenever the executing prlωessors belong to different local area network. In such 

environment， the same user may have a given GPID in one local area network. but he may belong 

to a different GPID on the other 1ωal area network.百1Isalso may happen even in the same locai 

area network， where users are grou凶 ωdifferentGPIDs. 

Another problem出atone wiP face in using muhiple processors白紙resideon different local 

area networks is that one must deal with the login names. The same user may login on one 

machine by using a given username， but he h部 touse a different username (or even加nowone

合omother user) to login on differ芭ntmachine. To tackle the above problem， the SlJuement 26 

u!>c~ an additional option， namely， "・I" together with "log_nmヘtheusername which .has a 

privilege to access the remote machine. Notice that the host processor， now，loads the program 

node， not itself (1). The technique described above are implemented in白eprogram code of 

MCNPNFS for automatically 1回 dingofthec叫eon all pr百 essorin a homogene側 ssystem. 

The program host uses the I∞p number 60 to farm out the task to al1 the n叫epro偲 SSOTS.

Before assigning a task to a node processor， the host processor will check the first intcger data on 
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the file batch_file. A zero value of the data signals the host processor that the node processor is 

ready to execute a new task. It means also that node processor has completed its previous task. 

On the other hand, the node processor will interpret the same data differently, i.e., that the 

processor host processor is still busy with the other works. This integer data, which determines 

both host and node processors whether they are able to perform further actions is called 

semaphore. In our programs above, this semaphore will be used by host and node processor to 

check whether it can use and update the contents of the batch_file. 

Notice that no flag file is used during the message passing, because the interprocessor 

communication is entirely established by checking the status of the semaphore. 

Both the programs also show how to use the message as efficient as possible. The host 

program uses it for sending die new seed to and for getting the "computing results" from the node 

processor. The node processor, in the opposite, will receive the new seed and send back the 

results. This apparently can reduce excessive use of files. Of course, this method of data transfer 

may only be applied when the data is still in a reasonable amount. Otherwise, separate files 

should be used for interprocessor communication and storing the temporary computing results. 

The statement line 6 in the program node shows how to read the message file efficiently, namely, 

by reading the necessary data. Again, it is to mentioned here that the close statement in line 16 of 

program node is very important. Without it, the content of the file batch_file remains in 

unchanged, even though the write statement in line 15 has already been executed. By this way, 

the host processor can distribute as soon as possible another new task to the node processor. The 

similar reasoning should also be applied to the statement line 53 of program host and statement 

line 74 of program node. However, the programs will (normaly) abort immediately, because they 

try to use the same unit number that is still connected to other file. 
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the file batch_file. A zero value of the data signals the host pr配 essorthat the node prl配 essoris 

ready to execute a new task. It means also that nod巴processorhas completed its previous task. 

On the other hand， the node prl凹 essorwill inte叩附 thesame data differently， i.e.， that the 

prl田 essorhost processor is stil1 busy with the other works. This integer data， which determines 

both host and node processors whether they are able to perform funher actions is called 

semaphore. In our programs above， this semaphore will be used by host and n叫 eprocessor to 

ch配 kwhether it can use and u凶a也 the∞n蜘 tsof the batch_file. 

Notice that no flag file is used during the message passing， because the interprocessor 

communication is entirely established by checking the statu-; of the semaphα芭.

Both the programs a1so show how to use the message as efficient as possib1e. The host 

program uses it ft慣 sendingthe new seed ωand for getting the "computing results" from the n叫e

processor. The node prl∞essor， in the opposite， will receive the new seed and send back thc 

results. This apparently can reduce cxccssive use of filcs. Of course， this method of data transfer 

may only be applied when the data is still in a reasonable amount. Otherwise， separate files 

should be used for intetprocessor communication and storing the temporary computing results. 

The statement line 6 in the program n吋eshows how 10陀 adthe message file efficiently， namely， 

by reading the necess訂ydata. Again， it is to mentioned he陀 that由eclose statement in line 16 of 

program node is very important. Without it， the content of the file batch_file問 mainsin 

unchanged， even though the write statement in line 15 has already been 口氏uted.By this way， 

山ehost processor can dis汀ibuteas s∞n as possible another new task to the node processor. The 

similar reasoning should also be applied to the statement line 53 of program host and statement 

line 74 ofprogram node. However， the programs wil1 (nonnaly) a加'rtimmediately， because.they 

try to use the same unit number that is stil1 connected to other file. 
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III. Parallelization of MCNP4 Code : 

in 1 Program Flow of Sequential MCNP4: 

This section will describe briefly the program flow of sequential MCNP4 (hereafter, it will 

be called simply as MCNP4), so that it is easier for us to enlighten its differences with me 

MCNPNFS and to clarify the parallelization strategies. It is assumed that the code is of me 

version used under the UNIX operating system and supports the plotting capabilities. 

MCNP, a general purpose, continuous-energy, three-dimensional Monte Carlo computer 

code for neutron-photon-electron transport was first released in June 1977^' by die Los 

Alamos National Laboratory. Since then, it has been revised many times. Up to the time this 

report is written, the code has been named as MCNP4A. 

The MCNP4 main program has 5 major subroutines, namely: 

1) IMCN: This subroutine serves as problem setup, such as: initialize the addresses of 

dynamically allocated storage, reading die surface-source file, initialize the tally 

arrays, set up the geometry, etc. In a continue run, the set up is mainly be 

performed by reading the RUNTPE file. 

2) XACT: Process all necessary calculations for preparing die cross-section table. Depending 

on the problem input, this subroutine frequently generates a huge file RUNTPE, 

because all cross-section data will be dumped there with other fixed data. 

3) MCRUN : Supervise the whole transport calculations and generation of output file OUTP. 

4) PLOT: Enable users to plot two-dimensional slices of a problem geometry given in the 

input file INP. 

5) MCPLOT: Plot the tally results produced at the end of MCNP executions. 

The two subroutines mentioned later are not implemented anymore in the MCNPNFS, 

because of their interactive plotting capabilities that are impossible to handle in a safe way by 

using our simple methods of parallelization. 

The above subroutines are basically independent of each other, as can be seen in Figure 3,1 

that visualizes the program flow of the main program MCNP. The only exception is that 

subroutine IMCN will always be called prior to the calling of subroutine MCRUN or XACT. 
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111. Parallelization of MCNP4 Code : 
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3) MCRUN: Supervise the whole transport calculations and generation of output file OUTP. 
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input file INP. 
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because of their interactive plotting capabi1ities that are impossible to handle in a safe way by 
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The above subroutines are basically independent of each other. as can be seen in Figure 3，1 

出atvisualizes the program flow of the main program MCNP. The only exception is that 

subroutine IMCN will always be called priぽ ωthecalling of subroutine MCRUN or XACf. 
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( START ) 

|Pre-Initialization| 

GETEXM 
EXEMES 

|UNIQUE(OUTP)| 

ITTYINT 

.prepare^ y e s 

yes calculate 
[MCRUNP <transporj 

• ^ jr 

cross-section* jXACT 

( END ) 

Figure 3.1 : Flow chart of main program MCNP4. 

MCNP begins the execution with pre-initializing some global data. Most of them will be set 

to zero, while the rests are initialized to one. Then, subroutine GETEXM will get the execution 

line message (i.e., the arguments given at the invocation of MCNP4) and it will be interpreted 

by subroutine EXEMES. The latter will also read the input file INP, however, it is only the 

input cards in the message block that will be processed. Next, subroutine UNIQUE will search 
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F匂ure3.1 : Flow chart of main program MCNP4. 

MCNP begins the execution with p陀・initializingsome global data. Most of them wiU be set 

to 2'.ero， while出巴陀stsa:r志 initiali配 dto one. Then， subroutine GETEXM will get the execution 

line message (i.e.， the arguments given at the inv配 ationof MCNP4) and it will be interpreted 

by subrouune EXEMES. The latter wil1 also read the input file INP， however， it is only the 

input cards in the message block that will be processed. Next， suhroutine UNIQUE will searむb
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a unique file name for OUTP file and create it as well. Further, the subroutine TTYINT is 

executed to enable a TTY interrupt, so that MCNP4 can respond, interactively, to the input 

given by users through the terminal. This capability enables users to plot the problem geometry 

and tally results during the history calculations. Any errors found during those stages will 

cause the program to terminate. 

Depending on the problem input, the execution will continue to calling, in sequence, the 

subroutines: IMCN, PLOT, XACT, MCRUN and MCPLOT. Meanwhile, the OUTP file is 

generated through out the whole program stages. 

As already mentioned, the problem setup is performed by subroutine IMCN. In an initiate-

run, the subroutine will call many other subroutines, as shown in Figure 3.2. Any subroutines 

depicted in dashed boxes are called only when certain conditions are satisfied, as given in the 

input file INP. In the mean time, IMCN will also directly initialize some other data needed for 

the future calculations. However, in a continue-run, IMCN will setup the problem in a more 

straight forward fashion, mainly by invoking the subroutine TPEFIL, that reads the dump file 

RUNTPE. Upon finishing the reading of RUNTPE, some other data are also initialized and 

other subroutines are called, if required. 

During the execution of MCNP4, most of time is spent in the subroutine MCRUN. Its 

program flow is very simple, because it invokes only 2 subroutines, namely, TRNSPT and 

OUTPUT (see Figure 3.3). TRNSPT calls subroutine UTASK, by which temporary arrays are 

zeroed and offsets of dynamically array storage are set. An initial random number is generated 

by subroutine ADVIJK and automatically transferred to subroutine HSTORY, where the actual 

history trackings are performed. The ADVIJK and HSTORY will be repeatedly called by 

TRNSPr until certain conditions are fulfilled, such as: number of particle histories is multiple 

of the preset value of periodical print out, Russian roulette should be updated, temporary results 

have to be dumped, etc. Also, the loop will terminate immediately if a fatal error occurs during 

the random walk calculations. Next, subroutine TRNSPT will call VTASK to sum up some 
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RUNTPE. Upon finishing the reading of RUNTPE. some other data are also initialized and 

other subroutines are called. ifrequired. 

During the execution of MCNP4， most of time is spent in the subroutine MCRUN. Its 
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OUTPUT (see Figure 3.3). TRNSPT calls subroutine UTASK， by which temporary aπ'ays are 

zeroed and offsets of dynamically aI四ystorage aI芭 set.An initial random number is genera也d

by subroutine ADVUK and automatically transferred to subroutine HSTORY， where the actual 

history trackings are performed. The ADVIJK and HSTORY wi1l be repea民dlycalled by 

TRNSPT until certain conditions are fulfilled， such as: number of p釘ticlehistories is multiple 
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Figure 3.2 : Flow chart of subroutine IMCN. Dashed boxes indicate that the subroutines will be 
called only when necessary. 
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of subroutine IMCN. Dashed boxes indicate that the subroutines will be 
called only when necessary. 
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C START ) T 
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HSTORY 

fatal error. <" or output results tputresi 

VTASK; 

OUTPUT 
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i update the Russian i 
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KCALC 
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MCPLOT 
SUMARY 
TPEFIL 
WRWSSA 
MCTALW 
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no ^,fatal error *^ 

•** or ^ 
end of histories 

yes 
(RETURN) 

Figure 3.3 : Program flow of subroutine MCRUN. Dashed boxes indicate that the subroutines are 
invoked only when necessary. 

temporary arrays to the permanent storage. Then, the program continues to calling subroutine 

OUTP, that updates the Russian roulette criteria when the number of particles reaches 200, 

1000, 2000 and so forth. At that interval of 1000 particles, subroutine ADDTFC will be called 
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Figure 3.3: program flow of subroutine MCRUN. Dashed加 xesindicale Ihal the subroutines are 
invoJωd only when necessary. 

temporary arrays to the p巴rmanentstorage.百len，the program continues 10 calling subroutine 

OUTP， that updates the Russian rouleue criteria when the number of p紅ticlesreaches 200， 

1α凧 2α)()and so foロh.At that int巴rvalof Iα)() particles， subroutine ADD1下CwiU be call~ 
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to add or to update the tally fluctuation charts. The interval will automatically double when 

number of particles reaches 20000,40000 and so on. In a criticality calculation, OUTPUT will 

call subroutine KCALC to calculate the eigenvalue and fission source file be written and 

updated periodically by subroutine KSRCTP. Depending on the problem input, subroutine 

MCPLOT will be called to plot the tally results periodically or at the end of the problem. The 

output of MCNP is always written to die file OUTP. This is done periodically and at the end of 

the execution by calling the subroutine SUMARY. Similarly, MCTALW will save, however, 

only the tally results in the file MCTAL. The subroutine will always call RUNTPE to dump all 

the calculation results periodically and at the end the problem. Whenever a SSW card is found 

in the input file, subroutine WRWSSA is called to produce surface source file WSSA at the end 

of last history calculations. Finally, the program flow will loop back to the subroutine 

TRNSPT, whenever not all particle histories have been tracked yet. Otherwise, MCRUN will 

directly return to the main program. Also, fatal error will make MCRUN to terminate 

immediately. 

m.2 Parallelization Strategies: 

UI.2.1. Hybrid Model of Parallelized MCNP: 

Regardless of the programming model, all executing processors must perform the pre-

initialization and problem setup. Also, die cross-section table should be prepared. Clearly, die 

first three major subroutines, i.e., IMCN, PLOT and XACT, should be performed 

sequentially, because: 

- Those subroutines should be executed one after another and die results of previous 

subroutines will be needed by the next ones. 

- All data that are to be processed and all operations performed in the process are exactly 

the same. 

- Hence, die results are identical. 

Theoretically, it is still possible to parallelize the MCNP at those stages, however, it is 

hardly to perform and it seems tiiat it will lead to a poor parallel efficiency. On die otiier hand, 
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to add or to update the tally fluctuation charts. The interval will au旬maticallydouble when 
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the subroutine MCRUN can be performed totally in parallel. This is due to the nature of Monte 

Carlo simulation, in which any particle history is independent of the previous histories. Again, 

the parallelism is disappeared in the execution of MCTAL, because it processes merely the tally 

results produced by MCRUN by displaying it on die terminal. On the basis of the above 

discussions, we adopted a hybrid model parallel program in parallelizing the MCNP4. The 

model is a combination of hostless and host-node model. 

At the first stage, MCNPNFS (i.e., the host program) behaves as a host-node model. It 

will do whatever needed at the initialization stage of MCNP4 by exploiting subroutines IMCN 

and XACT. Then, all output files, especially OUTP and RUNTPE, are closed and the node 

program of MCNPNFS will be loaded on all processors specified in a configuration file that is 

read before the loading process begins. Upon finishing the automatic loading of the node 

program, the host program will immediately terminate. All those above processes are 

performed sequentially by the host processor. 

At the next stage, MCNPNFS (i.e., the node program) will run concurrently on the remote 

processors and, if specified in the configuration file, also on the host program. This time the 

MCNPNFS adopts the hostless model, in which all executing processors communicate with 

each other, mainly, through one message file. 

The adoption of hybrid model in parallelizing MCNP4 has the following advantages: 

* It is easy to program. By separating the original program into two parts, we can 

concentrate in one part solely on how to distribute the tasks to all executing processors, 

while keeping the host program the same as the original code, as close as possible. 

* The latter enables us to combine the parallelized and sequential version as a unity, so 

that MCNPNFS can offer users a new execution line option S, the sequential mode. 

* The host program will reduce the burden of the file server, because it is the only one that 

accesses the cross-section file and creates the RUNTPE as well as OUTP files, during 

the initialization stage. Also, excessive creation of files can be avoided. 

* The fact that the host program terminates immediately after the node program has been 

loaded is worthily, because the host processor will later be able to execute merely the 
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node program, when it is loaded on itself. This means that we can get the maximum 

performance of any executing processors in performing the random walk calculations. 

m.2.2. Host Program of MCNPNFS: 

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the host program of MCNPNFS virtually does not differ 

from the original version of MCNP4. Indeed, it is only the ability of subroutine EXEMES in 

accepting two new options (S = sequential and H = heterogeneous mode) and the inclusion of 

new subroutine loadjiode that make the difference. Whenever MCNPNFS is executed in 

parallel mode, the host program will call subroutine load_node to load the node program of 

MCNPNFS on all executing processors. Then, the host program will immediately terminate. 

Notice that by the time node program is loaded, all the results of problem setup done by IMCN 

and cross section table prepared by XACT have been stored entirely in RUNTPE file. This file 

then serves as a message file, by which the host processor sends the data to the node processor. 

On the other hand, the MCNPNFS will behave exactly as the original MCNP4 when it is 

executed in sequential mode. Of course, only the host processor will be used in this case. 
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Figure 3.4 : Flow chart of host program of MCNPNFS. The asterisk denotes that the 
subroutine is modified. 
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Figure 3.4 : Flow chart of host program of MCNPNFS. The asterisk denotes that the 
subroutine is rnodified. 
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III.2.3. Automatic Loading of Node Program : 

Before loading the node program, the subroutine load_node will performs some 

preliminary steps as follows: 

- Close all output files produced in the initialization stage. This will guarantees that the 

node program can later access them properly. Also, unnecessary files are deleted. 

- Read a configuration file. The file contains: number of nodes (logical processors), 

number of (physical) processors, hostnames, full pathname of the directory, etc. 

Appendix A.3 will explain the detail of this configuration file. 

- Deal with the changing of default filenames. As already known, MCNP4 always 

searches a unique filename before any output file is created. MCNPNFS keeps 

maintaining this capability. 

- When necessary, MCNPNFS will move the input and output file to the directory 

specified in the configuration file. 

- Check the validity of INP file, existence of RUNTPE file, etc., so that the node program 

won't terminate prematurely due to such fatal errors. The existence of KCODE card in 

INP file will also be detected here and when it is found, MCNPNFS will terminate 

immediately. 

- Check whether the remote processors are in order or not. This done by a very simple 

way and it may not work well. 

When everything is in order, the subroutine load_node will load the node program on all 

remote processors by using similar algorithm explained in Section D.6. 

In a homogeneous computer system, the automatic loading is performed by the following 

FORTRAN statement: 

j = system('rsh ' / / cpu_name / / '-1 ' / / login / / program / / 
1 node //nodes / / speed / / speed_tot / / path / / 
2 b_fac / / nps200 / / npdlOOO / / exemes / / ' &*) 

All arguments given in the above statement are having the same type, namely, character 

(string) variables. Their meaning and function are as follows: 
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1lI.2.3. Automatic Loadinl!: of Nod色PrOlrraln:
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-Close all output files produωd in the initialization stage. This will guaran飽es曲atthe 

n剖eprogram can later卸 cessthem properly. Also， unn配 essaryf1les 8Ie deleω& 

-Read a configuratio叩 file.Thc filc contains: numbcr of nodes (logical proccssors). 

numbcr of (physic叫)proccssors. hostnames. full pathname of the direc加ry.ctc. 

Ap戸ndixA.3 will explain thc也:tailof this configura由 nf1le. 

-Deal with thc changing of default filcnamcs. As already known. MCNP4 always 

scarchcs a uniquc filcname beforc any output file is crcated. MCNPNFS keeps 

maintaining this capability. 

‘ When necess釘y.MCNPNFS will movc the input and output filc to thc dircctory 

spec出叫inthe configurヨtionfilc. 

‘ Check the validity of INP file， existence of RUNTPE file， etc.， so that the n剖eprogram 

won't tenninate prematurely due to such fatal errors. The existence of K仁uDEcardin

INP file will also be detected here and when it is found， MCNPNFS will terminate 

国 media'民ly.

-Check whether the陀 moteprocessors are in order or not. This done by a very simple 

way and it may not work well. 

When everything is in order， the subroutine load_node willload the nodc program on all 

remote processors by using similar algorithm explained in Section ll.6. 

In a homogeneous computer system， the automatic loading is perform吋 by恥 following

FORTRAN statement: 

j = syst田 ¥('rsh' // cpu~ame //・4 ・// login / / PI'句ram// 
1 node / /nodes / / speed / / speed _ tot / / path / / 
2 b_fac // nps200 // npdl000 //出回目// ' & ') 

All arguments given in the above statement a陀 havingthe same type， namely， character 

(string) variables. Their meaning and function 8Ie as fol1ows: 
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- cpu_name : hostname of the respective processors. 

- login : user login name. 

-program : name of the node program of MCNPNFS. 

- node : node number of the respective processor. This node number is unique 

and used by each processor to identify themselves. 

- nodes : total number of nodes (logical processors). Due to the multitasking 

capability of UNIX operating system, user may load the node program 

on a given processor more than once. However, user can not gain any 

advantage and the performance of that processor will decline, otherwise. 

- speed : relative speed of respective processor. 

-speed_tot : sum of relative speed of all processors. 

- path : full pathname of the directory where the shared file system resides on. 

The pathname may be different from one processor to another. However, 

it should refer to the same physical directory system. 

- b_fac : batch factor. Together with speed and speed_tot, b_fac will determine 

how the task is distributed to the executing processors. Section III.2.4.D 

will explain it in detail. 

- nps200 and npdlOOO : preset-value for first and periodical update of Russian roulette 

criteria, respectively. By using it, user can change the default values (200 

and 1000, respectively) to gain higher parallel efficiency. 

- exemes : execution line message. This is nothing else than the (slightly modified) 

execution line given by user at the invocation of MCNPNFS. 

MCNPNFS can also be well executed in a heterogeneous computer system, such as on a 

network that consists of workstations of different architectures and multitasking parallel 

computer (such as MONTE4). 

From the point of view of parallel programming by using our method, the main problem 

that one must deal with is that every computer system may have its own internal and external 

data format, that differs from one to another. MCNPNFS won't have any problem with 
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hostname of the respective prlα:essors. 

U悶 loginname. 

nameofthenαIe program of MCNPNFS. 

node num恥rof the respective pl1ω:essor.百 isnodc number is uniql田

and used by each戸田essorto identify themselves. 

total number of nodes (Iogical processors). Duc佃 thcmultitasldng 

capability of UNIX opcrating system. user may 1倒 d曲enαicprogram

on a given pr田 cssormoa than onω. However， uscr can not gain any 

advantage and曲epcrformanωof that processor will也clinc，od悶 wise.

alative s戸叫ofaspective proccssor・.

sum ofr芭lativespeed of all pr，ωessors. 

full pathname of thc directory whea the 仙沼港dfile system asides on. 

明lepathname may be different合'omone processor to another. Howcver. 

it should refer to the same physica1 d討'CCtorysystem. 

batch factor. Together with speed and speed_tot， b_fac will determine 

how the task is distributed to the executing pl1侃essors.Section III.2.4.D 

wil1 explain it in detail. 

-nps200 and npdlO∞: preset-value for frrst and peri叫icalupdate of Russian roulette 

-exemes 

criteria， respectively. By using it， user can change the default values (2∞ 
and 1α)()， respectively) to gain higher paral1el efficiency. 

exec凶online message. This is nothing else than the (slightly m叫ified)

郎氏utionline given by user at the i刑囚ationof MCNPNFS. 

MCNPNFS can also be wel1 executed in a heterogeneous computer system， such槌 ona 

network that consists of workstations of different architectures and multitasking parallel 

computer (such as MONTE4). 

From the point of view of parallel programming by using our method， the main problem 

that one must deal with is that every computer system may have its own intemal and external 

data format， that diffi巴rsfrom one to another. MCNPNFS won't have any problem with 
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internal data format, because all processors rely entirely on disk files during the message 

passing. However, those files must be interpreted exactly the same way by all processor, 

which means that different external data format may cause much problems. It is especially true 

when one uses binary (unformatted) data format for message files. 

Fortunately, many systems provide users with FORTRAN compiler that can automatically 

convert (inappropriate) internal data format to a more standard external data format (such as 

IEEE format). Some compilers can (such as FORTRAN 77/SX used in MONTE4) even detect 

the environment variables and use them later for automatic data conversion. To exploit such 

capability, MCNPNFS uses a different algorithm in loading the node program on the remote 

processors in a heterogeneous system as follows: 

j = system('rsh ' // cpu_name // '-1 ' // login // source // 
1 // sh file) 

By using the above FORTRAN statement, the host program simply orders the remote 

processor to execute the UNIX command source and passes the argument "sh_file" to it. The 

remote processor will then interpret the argument as a UNIX batch file, which will be read 

during the execution of source command. All data lines in the batch file will then be 

interpreted by the remote processor as UNIX command lines, so that the node program of 

MCNPNFS and other commands will automatically be executed, if they are specified in the 

batch file. 

To pass the arguments to the remote processors, a given file called argument file is created 

and all arguments are stored in it. Later, the file will be read by all the executing processors. 

This is done just to simplify the user of MCNPNFS, as they do not need to prepare files other 

than a configuration file, that has a very similar format as the one use in running MCNPNFS in 

homogeneous system, and the batch files that have very simple format. Appendix A.3 will 

describe more detail about the contents of the batch file. 
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m.2.4. Node Program of MCNPNFS: 

A. Main Program: 
The node program begins with pre initialization of some global data, that is performed 

exactly the same as in MCNP4. Then, subroutine GETEXM will interpret the 9 arguments sent 

by the host processor or read the argument file, mat also created by the host processor (in 

heterogeneous mode). From now on, all processors can identify themselves by using their 

own node number. Next, subroutine assign_file is called to assign all file names that will be 

used by the processor itself and by other processor. By this way, all processors will be 

introduced to each other. Further, subroutine EXEMES will interpret the execution line 

message that already prepared earlier by GETEXM. 

Instead of searching a unique name for OUTP file, MCNPNFS will then simply open the 

OUTP file that is created by the host program and locates the file pointer at the end of file, so 

that the new entries can be appended to the old ones. However, this is only done by the (node) 

processor number 1. The other processors will create their own new (empty) files (i.e., 

para_OUTPxxxx, where xxxx denotes the node number of respective processor), instead. By 

using this trick, the OUTP file will always be written properly. 

The subroutine TTYINT is deactivated, so that users can not perform a TTY interrupt 

during the execution of MCNPNFS. This is important because the loading of MCNPNFS is 

done by using UNIX command rsh, that does not allow an invocation of any interactive 

command. This is also the reason MCNPNFS does not support plotting subroutines (PLOT 

and MCPLOT) any longer. 

MCNPNFS will always call subroutine IMCN to setup the problem and random walk 

calculations are performed under the supervision of subroutine MCRUN. Figure 3.5 shows 

the flow of the main program of the node program. The subroutines with asterisk mean that 

they are already modified. 
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III.2.4. Node Prolrram of MCNPNFS: 

A.Main Pro四'am:

The node program begins with pre initialization of some global data， that is perfonned 

exactly the same as in MCNP4. Then， subroutLrle GETEXM will interpret the 9 arguments sent 

by the host pr，田essoror read the argument file，出atalso created by the host processor (in 

heterogeneous mode). From now on， a11 pr，田:essorscan identify themselves by using their 

ownnω.e number. Next， subroutine assign_file is called ωassign aU file names that will be 

used by the prlωessor itself and by other pr町田sor. By this way， all processors wi11 be 

introduced to each other. Further， subroutine EXEMES will interpret the execution line 

message出atalready prepared earlier by GETEXM. 

Instead of searching a unique name for OUTP file， MCNPNFS will then simply open the 

OUTP file that is c問 atedby the host program and locates the filc pointer at the end of filc，叩

that thc new entries can be appended 10 the old ones. However， this is only done by the (nα:Ic) 

processor number 1. The other processors will create their own new (empty) files (i.e.， 

P紅 a_OUTPxxxx，where xxxx denotes the node number of respective processor)， instcad By 

using this trick， the OUTP file wil1 always be written properly. 

The subroutine 1TYINT is deactivated， so that users can not perfonn a TTY interrupt 

during the execution of MCNPNFS. This is important because the loading of MCNPNFS is 

done by using UNIX command rsh， that d田 snot allow an inv白紙ionof any interactive 

command. This is also the reason MCNPNFS does not support plotting subroutines (PLOT 

and MCPLOT) any longer. 

MCNPNFS will always call subroutine IMCN to setup the problem and random walk 

calculations are perfonned under the supervision of subroutine MCRUN. Fi.思lre3.5 shows 

the flow of the main program of the node program. The subroutines with asterisk mean白創

出eyare already m凶ified.
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(START ) 

start elapsed time measurement — T. — 
[Pre-Initializationj 

fGETEXM*| 

assignJile \ I 
rEXEMES*1! 

^/append O U T * > ^ ~ < n o d e = T > j ^ o p e n paraJWTPxxxx,/ 7 

|MCRUN*| 

end of elapsed time measurement 

( END ) 

Figure 3.5 Flow chart of main program of MCNPNFS. Asterisks denote that the subroutines are 
modified. 

B. Subroutine IMCN of MCNPNFS: 

Because the host processor has already performed the problem setup and prepared the cross 

section table, IMCN will always begin with reading of RUNTPE file. In the code, it can be 

realized simply by forcing the program to flow directly to the statement number 440. 

(However, we have commented out all the statements above the statement number 440, so that 

the code size will be reduced, because many unnecessary subroutines are excluded.) This 

means that the IMCN will act likely as it is in a continue-run case. Comparing to the Figure 

3.2, the flow chart of IMCN of MCNPNFS, as shown in Figure 3.6, is nothing else than the 
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slart elapsed time measurement of MCRUN 

lMCRUN*I 

J 
end of elapsed time measurement 

Figure 3.5 Flow chart 01 main program 01 MCNPNFS. Asterisks denote that the subroutines are 
町lOdified.

B. Subroutine IMCN of MCNPNFS: 

Because the host pro∞ssor has already perfonned the problem setup and p陀P沼港dthe cross 

section table， IMCN will always begin with reading of RUNTPE file. In the code， it can be 

realiz怠dsimply by forcing the program to flow directly to the statemem number 440. 

(However， we have commented out all the statements above the statement number 440， so that 

the code size wi¥l be陀 duced，because many unneccssary subroutines are l~xcluded.) This 

means that the IMCN will act likely as it is in a cominue-run case. Comparing 10 1he Figure 

3.2， the flow chart of IMCN of MCNPNFS， as shown in Figu陀 3.6，is nothing else than the 
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right-hand side of the original IMCN. l"he differences are that the existence of KCODE card is 

checked and the program will directly terminate when it is found, also subroutine KSRCTPis 

not supported any longer. This redundant checking is performed because the criticality 

calculation problem (in continue-run) can only be detected after RUNTPE file is already read. 

( START ) 

/ r e a d file RUNTPE/ 
/ (TPEFIL*) / 

( STOP V - 1 criticalily problem 

initialise other data 

I 
I *• 1 
' SFILES* ' 
i I ;:x::, 
/ r ead file INP/ 

' (RDPROB) ' L".T:J 

["RANDOM] 

/"] 
(RETURN) 

Figure 3.6 Flow cU; '. of subroutine IMCN of MCNPNFS Asterisks denote that the subroutines 
are mod.'ied. 

C. Subroutine MCR1 :N of MCNPNFS : 

There is no apparent modification that can be found in the subroutine MCRUN of 

MC'NPNFS except the inclusion of one new subroutine initialize. The subroutine performs 

some initialisation needed in the next calculation steps. Here, the role of each processor differs 

from the others. The processor number 1 will close the OlITP file and open a new file 

paru_OUTP0001, that is used for its temporary output file. It also prepares the initial random 
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para_OUTPOOOl， that is used for its temporary Olltput fiJe. It also prepares the initial random 
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number, that is stored in the file para_RANDOM togeiher with other data. The file will serve 

later as a batch file. On the other hand, the other processors will continue with other 

initialization process, that will also be performed by processor number 1. 

Figure 3.7 shows only the main flow of subroutine IMCN, because subroutines TRNSPT 

and OUTPUT are completely different and will be explained separately for clarity. 

C START ) 

initialize data 

I initialize | 

TRNSPT* 

OUTPUT 

X 
no ^.fataUrror 

end of histories 

jyes 
(RETURN) 

Figure 3.7 Flow chart of subroutine MCRUN of MCNPNFS. Asterisks denote that the 
subroutines are modified. 

D. Subroutine TRNSPT. get seed and OUTPUT of MCNPNFS: 

In MCNP4, the whole random walk calculations are directly controlled by subroutine 

TRNSPT. Intensive checking is performed before and after one history tracking is carried out. 

In MCNPNFS, most actions aie transferred to a new subroutine, get__seed, although, the 

final checking is still carried out by TRNSPT. By using subroutine get_seed, each processor 

will determine what particle numbers should be tracked by it. This is realized by subdividing 

the total number of particles NPP into several batches. Every processor will then perform the 

random walk calculations as many times as number of panicles in a batch, before they take 
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number， that is stored in the file para_RANDOM togelher with other data. The tile wiU serve 

later as a batch file. On the other hand， the other processors will continue with other 

initia1ization process， that will also be perfonned by processor number 1. 

Figure 3.7 shows only the main flow of subroutine IMCN， b巴causesubroutines TRNSPT 

加 dOUTPUT are comple舵lydifferent and will be explained separately for clarity. 

Figure 3.7 Flow chart of subrouti~e MCRUN o' MCNPNFS. Asterisks denote thal the 
subroutines are modified. 

D. Subroutine TRNSPT. aeL seed and OUTPUT of MCNPNFS: 

ln MCNP4， the whole random walk calculations are directly controlIed by subroutine 

TRNSPT. Intensive checking is perfonned before and after one histo叩回.ckingis carried OUt. 

In MCNPNFS， most actions iIlヨ汀ansferredto a new subroutine， geCseed， although， the 

fina1 checking is still carried out by TRNSPT. By using subroutine get_seed，巴achprocessor 

will detennine "，'hat panicle numbers should be tracked by it. This is rcalized by subdividing 

the total number of particles NPP into several batches. Every processor will then perfonn the 

random walk calculations as many times as numbl'r of panicles in a batch. hefore they takι 
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another new batch. In other words, the whole task will be divided into smaller sub tasks that 

are distributed to all executing processors. 

Subroutine get_seed starts with checking the existence of the batch file para_RANDOM 

in a very similar way discussed in Section II.5, namely, by using rename function in realizing 

the locking algorithm. Every processor will try to rename the file para_RANDOM to 

para_OLDxxxx. They will keep trying to rename the file as long as they fail to do it. Upon a 

successful rename process, the processor will read 8 data stored in the file. The first three data 

of type real (i.e., RANI, RANJ and RANIJK) are needed for generating the initial random 

number. The next integer datum (INIF) is used to determine whether the random number 

should be advance by one, before the next random numbers are generated. The fifth datum 

(NPS, also integer) is the last particle number whose history is already tracked by other 

processor or even by itself. The next integer datum is a semaphore called now_output, that is 

used to determine whether the processor may continue to take another batch of particles or it 

should directly return to subroutine TRNSPT. The seventh datum is i_am_master, i.e., an 

integer semaphore that will later be used to determine the role of any processor when it executes 

the subroutine OUTPUT. The last datum is NST, another semaphore for determining whether 

fatal error has occurred or end of problem has been reached. After detecting a non-zero value 

of now_output, any processor will realize that the next batch should be (temporary) suspended. 

Before returning to TRNSPT, it will check the value of i_am_master. When its value is equal 

to 1, then, the contents of file para_OLDxxxx will be updated, so that the next processor will 

find out that i_am_master is zero. Next, the file will be renamed again to para_RANDOM, so 

that the other processors will be able to access it. Further, some parameters needed for output 

purposes will be updated, when necessary. 

As soon as the processor finds out that now_output is zero, it will immediately determine 

how many particles exist in the next batch. It is calculated as follows. Suppose MCNPNFS is 

executed to solving the shielding problem by simulating NPP panicles. Then, number of 

particles per batch, n._ batch, is: 

n_batch = nps2(H) * speed / (speed_toi * b„fac) + 1 for nps < nps200 or 
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anolher new batch. In other words， the whole task will be divided inlo smaller sub tasks that 

are dis凶butedto all executing prlωessors. 

Subroutine geCseed starts with checking the existence of the batch file para_RANDOM 

in a very similar way discussed in S民 tionII.5， namely， by using rename function in realizing 

the locking algorithm. Every processor will try 10 rename the file para_RANDOM to 

para_OLDxxxx. They wiIl keep trying 10 rename the file as long as they fail to do it. Upon a 

successful rename prlωess， the prlωessor will陀 ad8白tastored in the file. The first three data 

of type real (i.e.， RANI， RANJ and RANIJK) are needed for generating the initial random 

number. The next integer datum (INIF) is used to determine whether the random number 

should be advance by one， before the next random numbers are generated. The fifth datum 

(NPS， also integer) is the last particle number whose history is alr芭adytracked by other 

processor or even by it鈎正Thenext integerdatum is a semaphore cal1ed now_ouゅut，that is 

used to determine whether the processor may continue to take another batch of particles or it 

should directly return to subroutine TRNSPT. The seventh datum is Lam_master， i.e.，佃

integer semaphoぉ出atwilllater be used to determine出erole of any processor when it executes 

the subroutine OUTPUT. The last datum is NST， another semaphore for de町 miningwhether 

fatal error has OCCUI1吋 orend ofpr油 lemhas been reached. After detecting a non-zero value 

of now _output， any processor wi11 realize伽 tthe next batch should be何mporary)suspended. 

Before retuming to TRNSPT， it wi1I check: the value of i_am_master. When its vaJue is equal 

to 1， then， the contents of file para_OLDxxxx will be updated， 50 that the next processor will 

find out that i_am_master is zero. Next， the file will be 陀 namedagain to para_RANDOM. so 

that the other processors will be able to access it. Further， some parameters needed for outpm 

pu叩oseswill be updated， when necessary. 

A5 soon as the pr侃 essorfinds out thm now_output is zero， it will immediately determine 

how rnany panicles exist in Ihe next batch. It is calculated as follows. Suppose MCNPNFS is 

executed to solving thc shielding problern by simulating NPP particles. Then. number of 

particJes per batch司 n_bati.'h， j，: 

n_batch = nps200 '" speed，' (speed_tol '" b_Jac) + 1 for nps < nps2α)or 
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n_batch = npdl000 * speed / (speed_tot * b_fac) + 1 for else. 

We have already used the same notation (and meaning) as in Section III.2.3, of course, 

they are now treated as numerical values. The addition of one guarantees that n_batch will 

never be zero, so that infinite loop can be avoided. Parameters nps200 and npdl000, instead of 

NPP, are taken as basic values because they are used by MCNPNFS (also, by MCNP4) for 

updating the Russian roulette criteria as well as tally fluctuation charts. 

By using those relations, one may expect that every processor will spent the same time 

interval in tracking the all the particles in a batch. This means the whole task will be distributed 

to all executing processors in a balance manner. This is true because we have include the speed 

ratio in the above relations. However, due to the nature of Monte Carlo simulation and 

instabilities of the system performances, the time spent for one history tracking will differ from 

the others. This means one processor will need longer time than the other. To compensate 

such "imperfection" one may use the batch factor b_fac. By giving an appropriate value 

(greater than or equal to 1) to b_fac, one may subdivide the total number of panicles to a larger 

number of batches. This will give a chance to all processors to help each other, namely, by 

taking the batches that are supposedly taken by other "still-busy" processors. 

After n_batch is determined, subroutine ge t_ seed will set a new variable called 

nps_batch. This variable (i.e., nps_batch = nps + n_batch) will later be used for stopping 

criteria in the random walk calculation loop. Next, nps__batch will be check whether its value 

exceeds the preset values. When it is the case, nps._barch will be reset to the minimum preset 

value. By using this algorithm, MCNPNFS can periodically update the Russian roulette criteria 

and tally fluctuation result, print out all temporary result to OUTP file, etc. Further, subroutine 

get_.seed will advance the random number as many linie.-- is n_batch and then -ipdaie the 
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n_batch = npdl 000 * speed / (speed_tot * b_fac) + 1 for else. 
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Subroutine TRNSPT will continue with checking the value of now_output. A zero value 

indicates that TRNSPT should call subroutine HSTORY to begin with the random walk 

calculations. Now, subroutines HSTORY and ADVUK will be repeatedly called as many times 

as n_batch. Then, the program loops back to get a new batch. The only checking that is 

performed by TRNSPT is whether fatal error has occurred during the calculations. Upon 

detecting a fatal error (i.e., NST is not equal to zero), TRNSPT will call subroutine node_quit 

and the program will flow directly to call OUTPUT. Subroutine node_quit broadcasts a fatal 

error message to all executing processors by creating an error file (i.e., 

para_FATAL_ERROR). It also updates the content of para_RANDOM file by writing a non 

zero value of NST to the file. 

Subroutine OUTPUT is called, normally, when Russian roulette criteria and tally 

fluctuation charts should be updated, periodically prints out the results to OUTP file, dumps all 

temporary result in RUNTPE file, as well as at the of the problem. In MCNPNFS, any fatal 

error will also lead to calling the OUTPUT. 

In contrast to the execution of TRNSPT, where all processors perform their batch 

calculations simultaneously and (relatively) independent of each other, subroutine OUTPUT 

will force all executing processors to wait for others to complete their last task. It is the critical 

moment of parallel processing, where all processors should be synchronized and may or may 

not do the same actions. Because of this synchronization, the parallelism is disappeared, 

meaning that the parallel efficiency will be lower. 

Subroutine OUTPUT begins with calling the subroutine v_task, which is similar to, but 

not the same as VTASK. The subroutine mainly serves to sum up all temporary arrays to other 

temporary arrays, so that unnecessary data, such as accounting data, do not have to be 

transferred to other processor, when not needed. This subroutine is extremely important as it 

can reduce the communication time during the synchronization, significantly. 

By using parameter i_am_master, subroutine OUTPUT will decide the role of each 

executing processor. The processor that has now_output of value one will act as master 

processor. Otherwise, it will be a slave processor. 
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The master, meaning that it is the fastest processor that completed its last batch calculations, 

will call subroutine receive_slave, by which it receives necessary data sent by all slave 

processors. It begins with calling the VTASK and then reads the message file para_ NEWXXXK. 

Once die file is detected, meaning that the slave processor already sent the data, the master 

processor will read its contents and sum them up to its own data. Then, the file will be deleted. 

The master processor will repeat the above reading process as long as not all processors have 

sent their data yet. 

On the other hand, the slave processors will send their data by calling subroutine 

send_master. By using this subroutine, every slave processor will write its data to its own 

file para_OLDxxxx. After completing the writing process, it renames the file to file 

para_NEWxxxx, so that the master processor can receive the data. By using such algorithm, 

the master processor will always can read file para_NEWxxxx properly, as soon as it detects it. 

Then, true slave processor will call subroutine receive_master, by which it waits for the 

master processor preparing the file para_DATA_POOL. This performed by reading a 

semaphore contained in the file para_SLAVExxxx. After detecting a non-zero value of 

semaphore, it will continue to read the file para_DATA_POOL, otherwise, it has to try the 

reading again until the master is ready. 

After the master processor receives the data from all slave processors, the summation 

results will be written to file para_DATA_POOL. Then, it signals the slaves that the file has 

completed, i.e., by writing a non-zero value to files para_SLAVExxxx. They are performed in 

the subroutine send_slave. 

Further, both master and slave processors will successively update the Russian roulette 

criteria and tally fluctuation charts, when the number of particles meets the preset values. 

However, it is only the master processor that will call subroutines SUMARY, TPEFIL, 

WRWSSA and MCTALW. Again, this algorithm guarantees that all files involved in these 

stages can be accessed properly. 
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Before returning to subroutine MCRUN, both master and slave processors will call 

subroutine reset_value, in which some temporary accounting arrays will be assign to the 

newest values. Also, master processor will again redirect the OUTP file to para_OUTPxxxx. 

( START ) 

I UTASK | 

get_seed 
rename paraRANDOM 
to para_OLD"xxxx 

no -<successful> 
yes 

/ r e a d para OLDxxxx / 
¥1 

1 

rename para OLDxxxx 
to para RANDOM 

update preset values | 

determine nbatch 

advance random numbers | 

Zupdate 7 

para_OLDxxxx / 
rename para_RANDOM 
to para_OLD~xxxx 

JO. 

=I 

1 

(RETURN) 

ADVUKK i 
IHSTORY] 

.fatal error v, 
end of batch 

yes 

Figure 3.8 : Program llow of subroutine TRNSPT of MCNPNFS. Dashed boxes indicate that the 
subroutines will be called only when necessary. 
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Before returning to subroutine MCRUN， both masl巴rand slave processors will call 

subroutine reset_value， in which some temporary accounting arrays wiU be assign to the 

newest values. Also， master proc巴ssorwill again redirect the OUTP file to para_OlITPxxxx. 

geCseed 

rename para_RANDOM 
to para_ OLDxxxx 

t‘ =41 ?LA竺託《3孟為ゐ旨込匂里型t総er喝勺τヨτ1了..no匂少少卵凶跡

ヂ1

rename para_ OLDxxxx 
to para':RAN))OM  

=1 

事tI

V 
Idetermine n _ batch I 

f 
advance random numbers 

rename para_ RANDOM 
to para _ OLD-xxxx 

yes 

Figura 3.8 : pmgram flow of subroutine TRNSPT of MCNPNFS. Dashed boxes indicate that the 
subroutines will be called only when 間関ssary.
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receive_slave 
| VTASK* 

/read para_NEWxxxx/ 

| delete para_NEWxxxx 

X 
all processors 

"•^ .finished no 
yes 

/close para OUTPxxxx/ 
/ and append OUTP / 

( START ) 

I v task I 

.1 am master- / I 

send toaster 

Zwrite data to 
paraOLDxxxx 

± 
7 

rename para OLDxxxx 
to para_NEWxxxx 

( STOP > - yes 
~x— 

fatal error or 
"end of problem 

sendslave 

Zwrite data to "7 

para DATA_POOL / 
" J L " Zset semaphore in 7 

para_SLAVExxxx to 1 / 

! • • • • 

receivemaster » 

/ 

no 

read semaphore in / 
paraJSLAVExxxx/ 

* 1 
<semaphore>-

/read para_DATA_POOL/ 

L update Russianj-oulette criteria^ j 

7 1 

I" "ADDTFC" 1 

-i am master-

I T 
SUMARY * 
TPEFIL* 
WRWSSA* 
MCTALW 

— • » - - -

reset value -(RETURN) 

Figure 3.9 : Program flow of subroutine OUTPUT of MCNPNFS. Dashed arrowed-lines indicate 
that master processor communicates with slave processor. 
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IV. Performance Measurements and Analyses of the Results. 

IV.1. Working Environment: 

A. Workstation Network: 

Three workstations of different model have been used to execute MCNPNFS concurrently. 

Two of them, Sun SPARC 10 model 40 (S10/40) and Sun SPARC 2 (S2), are available in our 

laboratory. They are running under the SUN-OS 4.1.1 Rev. B. The other one is a Fujitsu S-4/10 

model 30 (S10/30) that is located in the other laboratory and is running under the SUN-OS 4.1.3. 

They are all linked through Ethernet communication network. One of the workstation (S2) exports 

its file system to the others by using Network File System (NFS) service. All files needed in the 

interprocessor communication during the execution of MCNPNFS reside on the file system. 

During the executions, all workstations were dedicated only for this purpose, meaning that no 

other users were using them nor other applications were executed, except the OpenWindows, under 

which we always worked. These guarantee that all workstations will give their best performance, 

so that the true speedup of the workstation network can be achieved. 

B. Monte4: 

Monte4 is a parallel computer with a capability for vector processing and special pipelines called 

Monte Carlo pipelines which accelerate performances in processing of Monte Carlo Codes for 

particle transport problem. We have never used these capabilities in this work since we focused on 

the investigation of the applicability MCNPNFS to parallel computers. So the execution time on 

Monte4 in this report will be reduced by coding suitable to the hardware features of Monte4. 

No special preparation is needed to execute MCNPNFS in this system. The execution is 

performed in the interactive (normal user) mode. No attempt has been made to execute MCNPNFS 

in batch mode. 

In this system, we also executed the MCNPNFS whenever all the 4 processors were idle, i.e., 

no other tasks were being executed, except the system's tasks, nor other users were logging in. 

Again, these enable us to reach the maximum speedup of Monte4 in executing the MCNPNFS. 
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MCNPNFS can be well executed on Monte4 because the computer also runs under the UNIX 

operating system, i.e., Monte-UX Release 3.1 Version I, so that multitasking is supported. 

IV.2. Problems to solve : 

A wide variety of problems have been executed by MCNPNFS. The executions serve mainly 

to get the performance of MCNPNFS by comparing with MCNP4 executing the same problems. 

The calculating results of both codes were also compared to make sure that there is no discrepancy. 

The 25 problem inputs that are available in the original code package served as the main 

problem inputs. From those, 17 problem inputs can be executed properly by MCNPNFS. Three 

photon benchmark problems and two neutron benchmark problems were also executed. Likewise, 

one spent fuel cask problem was tested. Table IV. 1 shows the problem input file names, type of 

problems and origin of the files. Time measurement data of the input filenames marked with 

asterisk are not available. They are included here just to clarify that MCNPNFS is also able to 

execute those files properly. 

Table IV.1. : Filenames, type of problem and origin of the files used to test MCNPNFS. 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Problem to solve Origin 

INP01 Neutron source in a graphite ball. 
Original MCNP code 
package. 

INP02 Neutron volume source in a Boron ball. » 

INP03 General neutron source. -

INP04 Photon problem in Uranium hydride ball. •• 

INP05 Neutron problem in a toroidal TOKAMAK. •• 

P T "06 Variance reduction, exponential transform. " 

INP07* Generation surface source file. 

" 

INP10 Neutron-photon problem in complicated geometry. 
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INP11 Neutron problem in complicated geometry. 

INP12 Well logging problem. it 

1NP13 Neutron problem in a rotational symmetry geometry. 

INP14 General sources in repeated structures. •' 

INP15 Filled lattice and skewed lattice geometry. II 

INP16 General source in lattice. " 

INP20 Continuous energy electron problem. M 

INP21* Surface source file in photon-electron problem. It 

INP23 Forward 80-group electron-photon detector chip problem. " 

PA5 Skyshine radiation from Co-60 gamma source. 
Photon benchmark 
problem. 

PA6 Co-60 air-over-ground problem. 11 

PA9 Thermo Luminescent Dosimeter radiation experiment. •• 

NA2 Neutron energy spectra from a pulsed sphere experiment. 
Neutron benchmark 
problem. 

NA4 Neutron energy spectra from fusion shielding experiment. •• 

CASKNG Cf source in a fuel spent cask. Reference (6) 

IV.3. Performance Measurements: 

The performance of MCNPNFS is obtained by measuring both CPU and elapsed (wall-clock) 

time needed to solve any of the problems above. The results are then compared with ones of 

MCNP4. However, it is only the MCRUN-part, not the total execution time that is taken into 

account, because it is only this part that is parallelized in MCNPNFS. 

The CPU time measurements are already available at the end of OUTP file listing. However, 

no measurement of elapsed time is available in MCNP4. For that reason, we have implemented the 

function itime to measure the elapsed time, somewhere in the code, as can be seen in Figure 3.S. 
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account， because it is only this p銅山atis parallelized in MCNPNFS. 
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no measurement of elapsed time is available in MCNP4. For that reason， we have implemented the 
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It is important to measure the elapsed time as the CPU time does not include the "sleep" time, 

such as the time spent in the network communication. The determination of speedup that is based 

only on the CPU time will always lead to a too optimistic (i.e., ideal) value. Contrarily, the 

measurement of speedup based on the elapsed time will give a too pessimistic value, because it 

includes all the time spent by other processes, which do not have any relationship with the parallel 

processing itself (such as other processes owned by other applications that are running 

simultaneously in a multitasking system, etc.). By determining the speedup based on both time 

measurements we can, at least, predict the speedup in a more reasonable way, says, by taking the 

average from those values. 

IV.4. Measurement Results: 

A. CPU- and Elapsed Time : 

All measurement results are tabulated on Table IV.2,1V.3 and IV.4. The measurements are all 

given in seconds. The CPU time as well as elapsed time required by single processor on the 

workstation network to execute MCNP4 are measured individually for determining the parallel 

efficiency of MCNPNFS on the network. However, on Monte4, any problem input is only 

executed (sequentially) once, because all the four processors are identical. 

B. Speedup and Parallel Efficiency of MCNPNFS : 

To determine the speedup and parallel efficiency of a parallel processing on a computer system 

with uniform speed, such as Monte4, is very simple. By defining T s as the time spent in solving a 

computing problem using a sequential code on a single processor and Tp as the time required to 

solve the same problem but using a parallelized code on N processors concurrently, speedup and 

parallel efficiency can be calculated as follows: 

T S = speedup = =* (4.1) E = parallel efficiency s £ (4.2) 
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It is important to measure the elapsed time as the CPU time does not include the "sl目 :p"time， 

such as the time spent in the network communication. The determination of speedup that is based 

only on the CPU time will always lead to a too optimistic (i.e.， ideal) value. Contrarily， the 

measurement of speedup based on the elapsed time will give a t∞pessimistic value. because it 

includes all the time spent by other processes， which do not have any 児 lationshipwith the p釘allel

processing itself (such as other processes owned by other applications that are running 

simultaneously in a multitasking system， etcふ Bydetermining the speedup based on both time 

measurements we can， at least， predict the speedup in a more reasonable way. says， by taking the 

average from those values. 

IV.4. Measurement Results: 

A. C?U・andElaosed Time: 

AlI measurement results are tabulated on Table IV.2， lV.3 and IV.4. The measurcments ar芭 all

given in seconds. The CPU time as welI as elapsed time 問中iredby single processor on the 

workstation network to execute MCNP4 are measured individually for determining the parallel 

efficiency af MCNPNFS on the network. However， on Monte4， any problem inpul is only 

executed (sequentially) once， because all the four pr，田町sorsare identical. 

B.Soeeduo and Parallel Efficiencv of MCNPNF'5: 

To determine the speedup and parallel efficiency of a parallel proce~sing on a computer system 

with uniform speed， such as Monte4， is very simpl巴. By defining Ts as the time spcnt in solving a 

computing problem using a sequential code on a single processor and T p as the time陀 qui陀dω

solve the same problem but using a paral1elized code on N processors concurrently司 speedupand 

parallel efficiency can be calculat吋 asfollows: 

S speedup ==手 (4.1 ) 
'P 

E = P制 lelefficiency三長 (4.2) 
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However, in a network that comprises workstations of different model and speed, the speedup 

and parallel efficiency must be determined in rather indirect manner as follows. We define Tj s as 

the time needed by a sequential code to solve a certain computing problem on a single processor 

number i, T p as the time taken by a parallelized code to solve the same problem concurrently on N 

processors and Tjs (i.e., reference time) is chosen arbitrarily from one of the N T^'. Then, we can 

determine the speedup similar to Eq.(4.1), namely: 

T i s Sj = speedup s -f- (4.1.a) 
T P 

To obtain a similar expression for parallel efficiency, we have to define a new parameter, called 

equivalent number of processor, as follows: 

N 
Nj = equivalent number of processors = TjS * ]|T -J- (4.3) 

Notice that the Eqs.(4. l.a) and (4.3) will always give different values of speedup as well as 

equivalent number of processor for different values of Tj s. One commonly takes the time required 

by the fastest or the slowest processor as Tj s. 

However, as can be seen from Eq.(4.2.a) below, the parallel efficiency of a network having 

non-uniform speed of workstations will have a value, which is independent of Tj s, as follows: 

S 
E = parallel efficiency = —̂  (4.2.a) 

Nj 

Table IV.5 and IV.6 show the speedup as well as parallel efficiency of MCNPNFS, which are 

based on the CPU time and elapse time measurements, for workstation network and Monte4, 

respectively. In case of workstation network, T; s of the fastest processor (i.e., SI0/40) is taken as 

the reference time Tj s. 
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However， in a network that comprises workstations of different model and speed， the speedup 

and parallel efficiency must be determined in rather indirect manner as follows. We define Tis as 

the time needed by a sequential code to solve a certain computing problem on a single pr，回目sor

number i， Tp as the time taken by a parallelized code to solve the same problem concurrently on N 

processors and Tjs (i.e.， reference time) is chosen arbitrarily from one ofthe N Tis'.百len，we can 

determine the speedup similar to Eq.(4.1)， namely: 
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To obtain a similar expression for parallel efficiency， we have to define a new par副neter，called 

equivalent number ofprocessor， as follows: 

N 

Nj =叩 刈entn川 er印。cessors三九*zt 附

Notice that the Eqs.(4.l.a) and (4.3) will always give different values of speedup as well as 

equivalent number of processor for different values of Tjs. One commonly takes the time陀 qui陀d

by the fa取 stor the slowest PI1叩essoras Tjs. 

However， as can be seen from Eq.(4.2.a) below， the parallel efficiency of a network having 

non-uniform speed of workstations will have a v叫ue，which is independent of Tjs， as follows: 

E 川 .elefticiency == ~~ (4.2.a) 

Table IV.5 and IV.己showthe speedup as well as parallel efficicncy of MCNPNFS， which are 

bascd on the CPU time and elapse time measurcments、forworkstalIon network and Monte4、

respectively. In case of workstalIon network司 Tisof the fasteq procc詰sor(i.e.、S1 (/40) is taken as 

the refcrence time Tjs・
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Table IV.2. : CPU time of MCNP4 executed on single processor in workstation network and Monte4. 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles 

CPU time (seconds) INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles S2 S10/30 S10/40 Monte4 

INP01 800,000 4368 2496 1615 1125 

INP02 200,000 3444 1884 1233 841 

INP03 200,000 2676 1440 1187 836 

INP04 80,000 3384 1800 1348 847 

INP05 20,000 3996 1908 1380 727 

INP06 160,000 1042 629 469 . 

INP10 50,000 5550 2775 2141 1153 

INP11 80,000 3168 1608 1195 711 

INP12 40,000 4116 2148 1411 926 

INP13 400,000 4286 2160 1694 1078 

INP14 320,000 2624 1952 1259 915 

INP15 200,000 2532 1428 1160 745 

INP16 100,000 2140 1250 946 618 

INP20 200,000 3324 1476 1271 811 

INP23 50,000 3110 1390 1213 835 

PA5 38,000 4720 2337 1783 1120 

PA6 200,000 « . - 905 

PA9 5,000 3348 1590 985 766 

NA2 100,000 2700 1500 1097 739 

NA4 200,000 3276 1812 1306 923 

CASKNG 10,000 4185 2130 1654 1166 
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TabJe JV.2. ; CPU time 01 MCNP4 execuled on single processor in workslation network and Monte4. 

INPUT Numberof CPU time (seconds) 

FILENAME Particles S2 SlO/30 SlO/40 Monte4 

INPOl 800，∞o 4368 2496 1615 1125 

INP02 200，000 3斜4 1884 1233 841 

INP03 2∞，∞o 2676 1440 1187 836 

INP04 80，∞o 3384 18∞ 1348 847 

INP05 20，∞o 3996 1908 1380 727 

INP06 160，∞o 1042 629 469 . 

INPlO 50，∞o 5550 2775 2141 1153 

INPl1 80，∞o 3168 1ω8 1195 711 
戸ーー

INP12 40，∞o 4116 2148 1411 926 

INP13 400，∞o 4286 2160 1694 1078 

INP14 320，αm 2624 1952 1259 915 

INP15 2∞，α)() 2532 1428 1160 745 

INP16 l∞，ωo 2140 1250 946 618 

INP20 200，∞o 3324 1476 1271 811 

INP23 50，αm 3110 1390 1213 835 

PA5 38，∞o 4720 2337 1783 1120 

PA6 2∞，α)() . . . 切 5

PA9 5，000 3348 1590 985 
7“ 

NA2 100，∞o 27∞ 15∞ 1ω7 739 

NA4 200，∞o 3276 1812 1306 923 

CASKNG 10，αm 4185 2130 1654 1166 
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Table IV.3. : Elapsed time of MCNP4 executed on single processor in workstation network and 
Monte4. 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles 

Elapsed time (seconds) INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles S2 S10/30 S10/40 Monte4 

INP01 800,000 4480 2520 1622 1125 

INP02 200,000 3500 1920 1240 841 

INP03 200,000 2720 1460 1201 837 

INP04 80,000 3440 1820 1372 847 

INP05 20,000 4060 1940 1388 727 

INP06 160,000 1056 632 477 » 

INP10 50,000 5625 2800 2157 1153 

INP11 80,000 3220 1620 1220 712 

INP12 40,000 4180 2220 1456 928 

INP13 400,000 4343 2200 1722 1081 

INP14 320,000 2645 1579 1304 917 

INP15 200,000 2580 1460 1188 746 

INP16 100,000 2167 1267 968 619 

INP20 200,000 3360 1480 1291 819 

INP23 50,000 3167 1417 1245 836 

PA5 38,000 4769 2375 1790 1120 

PA6 200,000 . - . 907 

PA9 5,000 3400 1610 989 766 

NA2 100,000 2740 1520 1103 740 

NA4 200,000 3340 1860 1327 924 

CASKNG 10,000 4250 2175 1664 1166 
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Table IV.3. Elapsed time of MCNP4 executed on slngle processor in 削 除stationnetwo依 ar凶
Monte4. 

INPUT Numberof Elap凶伽e(蹴∞ds)

Fll..ENA恥E Particles S2 SIG.β0 SIOJ40 Monte4 

INPOl 8∞.000 4480 2520 1622 1125 

INP02 2∞，∞o 35ω 1920 1240 841 

INP03 200.∞o 2720 14ω 1201 837 

INP04 80，αm 3判。 1820 1372 847 

INP05 20，000 40ω 1940 1388 727 

INP06 160，αm 1056 632 477 . 

INPI0 50，000 5625 28∞ 2157 1153 

INPll 80，航旧 3220 1620 1220 712 

INP12 40，償却 4180 2220 1456 928 

INP13 4∞，000 4343 22∞ 1722 1倒 1

INP14 320，'αm 2645 1579 1却4 917 

問 P15 2∞，(j()() 2580 14ω 1188 746 

INP16 1∞，000 2167 1267 968 619 

INP20 2∞，αm 33ω 1480 1291 819 

INP23 50，αm 3167 1417 1245 836 

PA5 38，000 4769 2375 1790 11却

PA6 2∞川崎 . . . 卸 7

PA9 5~脱却 34∞ 1610 989 
7“ 

NA2 1∞.αm 2740 1520 1103 740 

INA4 2∞，αm 3340 18ω 1327 924 

10，∞3 4250 2175 1“4 11“ 
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Table IV.4. : CPU- and elapsed time of MCNPNFS executed concurrently on 3 processors in 
workstation network and 4 processors in Monte4. 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles 

CPU time (seconds) Elapsed time (seconds) INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles Workstation 

Network Monte4 
Workstation 

Network Monte4 

INP01 800,000 894 319 1046 351 

INP02 200,000 728 283 845 317 

INP03 200,000 585 262 725 295 

INP04 80,000 673 254 780 272 

INP05 20,000 785 210 934 221 

INP06 160,000 241 > 365 _ 

INP10 50,000 1007 328 1101 343 

INP11 80,000 592 203 766 220 

INP12 40,000 1152 455 1612 618 

INP13 400,000 950 352 1204 397 

INP14 320,000 681 318 854 382 

INP15 200,000 628 241 788 273 

INP16 100,000 488 190 643 211 

INP20 200,000 692 260 843 293 

INP23 50,000 696 252 792 278 

PAS 38,000 947 322 1125 340 

PA6 200,000 . 265 . 320 

PA9 5,000 528 215 592 233 

NA2 100,000 555 233 721 258 

NA4 200,000 1069 505 1403 716 

CASKNG 10,000 804 322 911 346 
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Table IV.4. CPU-and elapsed time 01 MCNPNFS executed ∞ncurrently on 3 processors in 
wo欣stationnetwork and 4 processors in Monle4. 

INPUT Numberof CPU time (seconds) Elapぉdtime (s詑 :onds)

Fll..ENA恥也 Particles Workstation Wo水statlon
Network Mon飽4 Network Mon飽4

INPOl 800，∞o 894 319 1046 351 

INP02 200，∞o 728 283 845 317 

INP03 200，∞o 585 262 725 295 

INP04 80，∞o 673 254 780 272 

INP05 20，∞o 785 210 934 221 

INP06 160，∞o 241 . 365 . 

INPlO 50，∞o 1∞7 328 1101 343 

INPIl 80，∞o 592 203 766 220 

INP12 40，∞o 1152 455 1612 618 

INP13 400訓泊 950 352 1204 397 

INPI4 320，∞o 681 318 854 382 

INP15 200，∞o 628 241 788 273 

INP16 100，∞o 488 190 643 211 

INP20 2∞，∞o 692 260 843 293 

INP23 50，∞o 696 252 792 278 

PAS 38，∞o 947 322 1125 340 

PA6 200，∞o . 265 . 320 

PA9 5.000 528 215 592 233 

NA2 100，αm 555 233 721 258 

NA4 200，∞o 1069 505 1403 716 

CASKNG 10，∞o 804 322 911 346 
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Table IV.5. : Speedup and parallel efficiency of MCNPNFS executed concurrently on 3 processors 
in workstation network. Figures in parentheses indicate the relative errors (in per cent). 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles 

Based on CPU time Based on Elapsed time INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles Speedup Parallel 

Efficiencv(%) Speedup Parallel 
Efficiency(%) 

1NP01 

INP02 

800,(X)0 

200,000 

1.81 

1.70 

89.6 

84.2 

1.55 77.3 1NP01 

INP02 

800,(X)0 

200,000 

1.81 

1.70 

89.6 

84.2 1.47 

1.66 

1.76 

1.49 

1.31 

1.96 

73.4 

INP03 

1NP04 

INP05 

200,000 

80,000 

20,(X)0 

2.03 

2.00 

1.76 

1.95 

2.13 

2.02 

89.5 

93.3 

85.0 

88.6 

98.6 

1.47 

1.66 

1.76 

1.49 

1.31 

1.96 

73.2 INP03 

1NP04 

INP05 

200,000 

80,000 

20,(X)0 

2.03 

2.00 

1.76 

1.95 

2.13 

2.02 

89.5 

93.3 

85.0 

88.6 

98.6 

1.47 

1.66 

1.76 

1.49 

1.31 

1.96 

81.7 

INP03 

1NP04 

INP05 

200,000 

80,000 

20,(X)0 

2.03 

2.00 

1.76 

1.95 

2.13 

2.02 

89.5 

93.3 

85.0 

88.6 

98.6 

1.47 

1.66 

1.76 

1.49 

1.31 

1.96 

72.2 

59.2 

91.0 

INP06 

INPIO 

160,000 

50,000 

2.03 

2.00 

1.76 

1.95 

2.13 

2.02 

89.5 

93.3 

85.0 

88.6 

98.6 

1.47 

1.66 

1.76 

1.49 

1.31 

1.96 

72.2 

59.2 

91.0 

INPll 80,000 

2.03 

2.00 

1.76 

1.95 

2.13 

2.02 95.2 1.59 74.7 

INP12 40,000 1.23 61.3 .90 45.1 

INP13 400,000 1.78 81.8 1.43 65.6 

INP14 320,000 1.85 87.0 1.53 65.9 

INP15 200,000 1.85 81.4 1.51 66.3 

INP16 100,000 1.94 88.2 1.51 68.1 

INP20 200,000 1.84 81.9 1.53 67.9 

INP23 50,000 1.74 77.0 1.57 69.2 

PA5 38,000 1.88 88.0 1.59 74.7 

PA6 

PA9 

200,000 

5,000 

_ 

97.5 1.67 

. PA6 

PA9 

200,000 

5,000 1.87 97.5 1.67 87.7 

NA2 100,000 1.98 92.5 1.53 71.9 

NA4 200,000 1.22 57.6 0.95 44.8 

CASKNG 10,000 2.06 94.7 1.83 84.7 

AVERAGE values 1.83 (13) 85.7 (12) 1.52 (16) 70.7 (16) 
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Table IV.5 ・ Speedupand parollel efficiency 01 MCNPNFS executed concurrenllV on 3 processors 
in workstation network. Figures in parentheses indicate the relati.-守errors(in per cent). 

INPUT ト、iumberof BJsed on CPU lime sascd on Elapsed lime 

トILENAME Panicles Spcedup 
ParaIld 

Speedup Parallel 
Ffficicncy(% ) Efficiency(% ) 

JNP01 800，000 un 

9RRR9934536211 1 11.45ヲ5 

77.3 

INP02 200，000 J .70 73.4 
ト一一一ー 一一 一一ーー ー←

INP03 1.66 73.2 

INP04 お0，α)0 2.00 1.76 81.7 
一一一一ーーー一一一一一一一一 一一・…ー一一一一 一一一一一

INP05 20，000 1.76 85.0 1.49 72.2 
一 ー - 一 一一一 一一一一 ー一一一 一 一 一

INP06 160，000 1.95 お8.6 1.31 59.2 
一一一一 ーーー一目 一一一ー 暢 一 一-一. 一一一一一ー一一一一一

INPJO 50，000 2.D 98.6 1.96 91.0 
←一一一一一一 一一一一一 一一一一一

INPll 80，α)0 2.02 95.2 1.59 74.7 
ト一一一一一ー一一ーーー

INP12 40，α)0 1.23 61.3 .90 45.1 

INP13 400，000 1.78 81.8 1.43 65.6 

INP14 320，α)0 1.85 'd7.0 1.53 65.9 

INP15 200，000 1.85 81.4 1.51 66.3 

INP16 100，α)() 1.94 88.2 1.51 68.1 

INP20 200，000 1.84 81.9 1.53 67.9 

INP23 50，α)0 1.74 77.0 1.57 69.2 

PA5 38，α)0 1.88 88.0 1.59 74.7 

PA6 200，∞o 
一 一一ー 一一一一一一一一 一一一一一 一一一一ー ------

PA9 5，000 1.87 97.5 1.67 87.7 
トー

NA2 100，000 1.98 92.5 1.53 71.9 

NA4 200，∞o 1.22 57.6 0.95 44.8 

CASKNG 10，∞o 2.06 94.7 1.83 84.7 

A VERAGE values 1.83 (13) 85.7 (12) 1.52 (16) 70.7 (16) 
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Table IV.6. : Speedup and parallel efficiency of MCNPNFS executed concurrently on 4 processors 
in Monte4. Figures in parentheses indicate the relative errors (in percent). 

INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles 

Based on CPU time Based on Elapsed time INPUT 
FILENAME 

Number of 
Particles Speedup Parallel 

Efficiency(%) Speedup Parallel 
Efficiency(%) 

INP01 800,000 3.53 88.2 3.21 80.1 

INP02 200,000 2.97 74.3 2.65 66.3 

INP03 200,000 3.19 79.8 2.84 70.9 

INP04 80,000 3.34 83.4 3.12 77.9 

INP05 20,000 3.46 86.6 3.29 82.3 

INP06 160,000 » _ _ _ 

INP10 50,000 3.52 87.9 3.36 84.1 

INPU 80,000 3.50 87.6 3.24 80.9 

INPI2 40,000 2.04 50.9 1.50 37.6 

INP13 400,000 3.06 76.6 2.72 68.1 

INP14 320,000 2.88 71.9 2.40 60.0 

INP15 200,000 3.09 77.3 2.73 68.3 

INP16 100,000 3.25 81.3 2.93 73.4 

INP20 200,000 3.12 78.0 2.80 69.9 

INP23 50,000 3.31 82.9 3.01 75.2 

PA5 38,000 3.48 87.0 3.29 82.4 

PA6 200,000 3.42 

3.56 

85.4 2.83 70.9 

PA9 5,000 

3.42 

3.56 89.1 3.29 82.2 

NA2 100,000 3.17 79.3 2.87 71.7 

NA4 200,000 1.83 45.7 1.29 32.3 

CASKNG 10,000 3.62 90.5 3.37 84.3 

AVERAGE values 3.17 (14) 79.2 (14) 2.84 (19) 70.9 (19) 
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Table IV.6. Speedup and parallel efficiency 01 MCNPNFS executed concurrently on 4 processors 
in Monte4. Figures in parentheses indicate the reIative errors (in per cent). 

INPUT Numberof Based on CPU time Based on Elapsed t卸le

FlLENAME Particles Speedup 
Parallel 

Speedup 
Pru叫I巴l

Efficiency( % ) Efficiency(% ) 

INPOl 800，000 3.53 88.2 3.21 80.i 

INP02 200，∞o 2.97 74.3 2.65 66.3 
~ 

INP03 200，∞o 3.19 79.8 2.84 70.9 

1 NP04 80.∞o 3.34 83.4 3.12 77.9 

INP05 20，000 3.46 86.6 3.29 82.3 

INP06 160，α)0 . - . 
-ート一一ー

INPlO 50，∞o 3.52 87.9 3.36 84.1 

INPll 80，000 3.50 87.6 3.24 80.9 

INPl2 40，000 2.04 50.9 1.50 37.6 

INP13 400，∞o 3.06 76.6 2.72 68.1 

INP14 320，∞o 2.88 71.9 2.40 60.0 

INPl5 200，∞o 3.09 77.3 2.73 68.3 

INP16 100，∞o 81.3 2.93 73.4 3.25十
78斗INP20 200，000 2.80 69.9 

INP23 50，∞o 3.31 82.9 3.01 75.2 

PA5 38，000 3.48 87.0 3.29 82.4 

PA6 200，∞o 3.42 85.4 2.83 70.9 
‘一一一一一一 -一一-一一一 ー一一一一一一一一

PA9 5，000 3.56 89.1 3.29 82.2 

NA2 100.∞o 3.17 79.3 2.87 71.7 

NA4 200.∞o 1.83 45.7 1.29 32.3 

CASKNG 10，∞o 3.62 90.5 3.37 84.3 

A VERAGE values 3.17 (14) 79.2 (14) 2.84 (19) 70.9 (19) 
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IV.5 Analyses of the Results: 

By observing Table IV.5 and 6, it is clear now that speedup and parallel efficiency of 

MCNPNFS depend, more or less, on the problems that are to be solved. It is quite normal, 

because some problems are computing-intensive, while the others need more interprocessor 

communications, in which data transfer occurs frequently. 

Problem INP06 is a good example, where the history trackings are performed very fast, due to 

variance reduction methods that are applied to the problem. The time needed to track all particles in 

a batch are very short (see Table IV.2 and 3), so that simultaneous accesses to the message files 

occur frequently, meaning that the executing processor waste too much time waiting for the 

message file to be "free." 

Different thing happened in the case problem INP12. From our observations, it seems that it is 

an ill-problem, in which the random sequences exceed the number of strides many times. When it 

happened, the remaining processors, which have already done their tasks and are ready to update 

the Russian roulette criteria, must wait for the processors that performed the "long" history 

tracking. Consequently, too much time is spent in the synchronization stage. 

In the case of problem NA4, the parallel efficiency and speedup were low due to a huge amount 

of data that should be transferred during the synchronization. The MCNP4 adopt an algorithm in 

which all data needed in updating the tally fluctuation charts must be transferred together with other 

data during the update of Russian roulette criteria. It occurs so frequently, especially in the initial 

phase, so that it causes too many disk accesses, which will lower the parallel efficiency. 

Even though MCNPNFS has already introduced some modifications in avoiding to transfer 

unnecessary data during the synchronization (i.e., in the subroutines V_task and VTASK), 

however, MCNPNFS keeps maintaining the algorithm of MCNP4 in updating the tally fluctuation 

charts. By doing it, we can still be able to get exactly the same tally results as of MCNP4. In the 

future, this algorithm should be changed, as far as possible, in order to get a higher parallel 

efficiency of MCNPNFS. 
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IV.5 Analvses of the Results: 

By observing Table IV.5 and 6， it is clear now that speedup and parallel efficiency of 

MCNPNFS depend， more or less， on the problems that are to be solved. It is quite normal， 

because some problemsむ官 computing-intensive，while the others need more inte中rocessor

communications， in which data tr組 sti釘 occurs岱equently.

目。blemINP06 is a good example， where the hisぬrytrackings are performed very fast， due to 

variance red即 tionme出叫s血atare appIied to the problem.百le也nel1~..ded to回 ckall p紅ticlesin 

a batch aI芭 veryshort (s関 TableIV.2 and 3)， so that simultaneous acceSSt:sωthe message files 

∞cur frequently， meaning that the executing processor waste too much time waiting for the 

message file to be "貨問"

Different t/'>l!lg happened泊出ecase problem INP12. From our observations， it seems that it is 

an ill-problem， in which the random sequences exceed the number of strides many times. When it 
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tracking.仁:Onsequently，t<∞much time is spent in the synchronizatinn stage. 

In the case of problem NA4， the p紅'allelefficiency and s戸edupwere low due to a huge am叩 nt

of data that should be tr加 sferredduring the synchronization. The MCNP4 adopt an algorithm in 

which all data n田也d卸 updatingthe tally flucωation charts must be transferredω'gether with other 

dataduring出eu凶ateof Russian roulette cri胞ria.It occurs 80 fre'luently， especially in the initial 
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unnecessary data during the synchronization (i.e.， in the subroutines v_task and VTASK)， 

however， MCNPNFS keeps maintaining the algorithm of MCNP4 in updating the tally fluctuation 

chぽ !s.By doing it， we can still be able to get exactly the same tally results as of MCNP4. In the 

future， this algorithm should be changed， as far as possible， in order to get a higher parallel 

efficiency of MCNPNFS. 
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From Table IV.5 and 6 we can also see how the speedup and parallel efficiency that are 

determined from CPU time differ greatly from the ones that are calculated by using elapsed time. 

Table IV.7 show the percentage difference between the parallel efficiency that is calculated by using 

CPU time and the one that is based on elapsed time, in the workstation network and Mome4, 

respectively. 

An attempt to execute MCNPNFS simultaneously on workstation network and Monte4 has also 

been conducted. Unfortunately, due to the shortage of time, we can not have any measurement 

data. However, from die preliminary executions we have confirmed that the computing results 

agreed very well with of the MCNP4, with some minor differences. Those differences came 

entirely from the difference of computing precision between Monte4 and workstations. This 

discrepancies can even be observed when one compares the computing results of MCNP4 on 

Monte4 with ones that produced on workstation. In the future, it may be fruitful to continue this 

attempt more seriously. 
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Table IV.7. : Percentage difference between parallel efficiency that is based on elapsed time and 
that is based on CPU time. Figures in parentheses indicate relative errors (in per cent). 

INPUT FILENAME Workstation Network Monte4 

INP01 12.3 8.1 

INP02 10.8 8.0 

INP03 16.3 8.9 

INP04 11.6 5.5 

INP05 12.8 4.3 

INP06 29.4 . 

INP10 7.6 3.8 

INP11 20.5 6.7 

INP12 16.2 13.3 

INP13 16.2 8.5 

INP14 21.1 11.9 

INP15 15.1 9.0 

INP16 20.1 7.9 

INP20 14.0 8.1 

INP23 7.8 7.7 

PA5 13.3 4.6 

PA6 _ 14.5 

PA9 

NA2 

9.8 

20.6 

6.9 

7.6 

NA4 12.8 13.4 

CASKNG 10.0 6.2 

AVERAGE values 14.92 (35) 8.25 (35) 
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V. Conclusions : 

Some conclusions may be drawn here: 

1) It is proved that such our simple FORTRAN algorithm, together with shares files and UNIX 

FORTRAN compilers are highly capable in realizing parallel processing in a distributed 

memory system. 

2) The algorithms are simple, easy to understand and completely conform to FORTRAN 77 

standard. Also, no parallel programming environment are required, so that no need to learn 

new things, except some basic knowledge in UNIX command. 

3) Therefore, the parallelized code developed by using our method are highly portable. It is 

worthwhile to mention here that MCNPNFS (if one may want to) can be transferred from 

workstation to Monte4 with only JBQ statements that should be modified. 

4) MCNP4 has been successfully parallelized for workstation network and Monte4. 

5) High speedup and parallel efficiency are achieved by MCNPNFS in executing various shielding 

problems. Based on the CPU time measurements, the speedup of MCNPNFS on our 

workstation network is found to vary from 1.22 to 2.13 times the MCNP4 executions on the 

fastest workstation, while the average speedup is 1.83. Those values correspond to the parallel 

efficiency of 57.6% to 98.6% and average value of 85.7%. On Monte4, MCNPNFS gained 

speedup from as low as 1.83 to as high as 3.62 and average value of 3.17. It is proportional to 

parallel efficiency of 45.7% to 90.5% and 79.2% in average. 

With such high parallel efficiencies, MCNPNFS has already surpassed, or at least equal to, the 

other parallelized versions of MCNP4, which are developed by other more sophisticated 

methods (see Refs. 5 - 9), in executing the same or equivalent problems. 

6) We also found that lower speedup as well as parallel efficiency must be faced, when we 

determined those values by using elapsed time measurement data. In this case, the execution of 

MCNPNFS on the workstation network achieved speedup of 0.9 to 1.96 and 1.52 in average. 

The corresponding parallel efficiencies were 45.1% to 91.0% and 70.7% in average. 
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On the other hand, the execution of MCNPNFS on Monte4 showed the speedup ranging from 

1.29 to 3.37 and average value of 2.84. Likewise, the parallel efficiency lowered from 32.3% 

to 84.3% and average value of 70.9%. 

In average, discrepancies as large as 14.9% (in workstation network) and 8.3% (in Monte4) of 

parallel efficiency were found, when we compared the parallel efficiencies obtained by using 

CPU time with ones expressed in elapsed time. 

7) The previous facts indicate that one may not rely solely on CPU time measurement in 

determining the speedup and parallel efficiency of parallelized codes. The results based on the 

elapsed time measurements should, at least, be considered to avoid mistakenly interpretations. 

8) Our strategies in parallelizing the MCNP4 have proved to be correct, in which we can still 

maintain almost all important capabilities of MCNP4. The choice of hybrid model enables us to 

combine the parallelized and sequential MCNP4 as a unity, so that users do not need to 

maintain two separate codes. 
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Appendices : 

A.l List of Modified and New Subroutines : 

In the following, it will be listed all subroutines that are modified as well as new subroutines 

that are used in MCNPNFS. The host program and node program will be listed separately. The 

same subroutine names that are listed in both programs do not mean that they are identical. The 

only exceptions are subroutine fast_real.f, delete_file.f, RUNTPR.f and GETLDD.f, which are 

exactly the same in both programs. 

l ) Host Program pf MCNPNFS: 
a) Modified Subroutines : (8 in total) 

EXEMES.f 
OUTPUT.f 

GETLDD.f 
RUNTPR.f 

b) New Subroutines : (3 in total) 
delete_file.f fast_real.f 

MCNP.f 
SFILES.f 

load_node.f 

MCRUN.f 
TPEFIL.f 

2) Node Program of MCNPNFS : 

a) Modified Subroutines : (21 in total) 
DXTRAN.f 
GETLDD.f 
MCTALW.f 
SUFWRT.f 
TRNSPT.f 
WRWSSA.f 

EXEMES.f 
IMCN.f 
OUTPUT.f 
SUMARY.f 
UFILES.f 

b) New Subroutines: (12 in total) 
assign_file.f delete_file.f 
initialized nodes_quit.f 
reset_value.f send_master.f 

EXPIRE.f 
MCNP.f 
RUNTPR.f 
TALLYD.f 
UNIQURf 

fast_real.f 
receive_master.f 
send_slave.f 

GETEXM.f 
MCRUN.f 
SFZLES.f 
TPEFIL.f 
VTASK.f 

get_seed.f 
receive_slave.f 
v_task.f 

Some differences exist in the MCNPNFS code used in workstations and Monte4 as follows: 

1) One statement line in RUNTPE .f. 
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2) Some major modifications in load_node.f. It is so modified to meet with the facts that 

Monte4 has already multiple processors, so that it does not need to specify the different hostname 

for each processor. These modifications will ease the user to executing MCNPNFS on Monte4. 

3) Subroutine MCTAL and PLOT may not be invoked in Monte4. 

A.2. Programming Environment: 

1) Workstation Network : 

During the program development of MCNPNFS, we have used SUN Workstations (i.e., 

SUNSparc 10 or SUNSparc 2) that run under SUN-OS version 4.1.1 Rev. B. The compiler is 

SUN FORTRAN 1.4, that fully supports the FORTRAN 77 standard and provides with many 

extensions. The following additional functions (which are provided as run time library routines in 

UbF77.a ) are used in MCNPNFS: iargc, rename, Inblnk, system and itime. 

Also, two extensions in SUN FORTRAN have been used to enable to open a sequential file 

and immediately put the file pointer to the end of file, so that the new entries can be appended to old 

file's contents. They are as follows: access = 'append' andfileopt = 'eof. By using them, we can 

respectively manage the file OUTP and RUNTPE in a proper way. 

We have performed the compiling and linking processes separately by using the following 

options and batch files. 

- Contents of the batch file for compiling MCNPNFS source files: 

for i 
do 

f77 -Bstatic -03 -misalign -dalign -cg89 -Nn6000 -Nq6000 -Ns6000 -Nx6000 \ 
$FORTHOME/SCl .Q/misalign.il $FORTHOME/SCl.)/cg89/libm.il \ 
-I$GKSDIR/../../include -I$OPENWINHOMF/include \ 
-c$i 

done 
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We have performed the compiling and linking processes separately by using the following 

options and batch files. 

-Contents of the batch file for compiling MCNPNFS S01江田 iles: 

for i 

do 

07 ・Bstatic・03・misalign-dalign -cg89 -Nn6α)() -Nq6OC陥-Ns6000・Nx“)()()¥

$FORTHOMFJSC1.O/misalign.il $FOR'τHOME，βCl.)/cg89/libm.il¥ 

-I$GKSDIRI../../泊clude・I$OPENWINHOMFJinclude¥

-c$i 

done 
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- Contents of the batch file used to link MCNPNFS object files: 

f77 -Bstatic -03 -misalign -dalign -cg89 -Nn6000 -Nq6000 -Ns6000 -Nx6000 \ 
*.o -o MCNPNFS 
-I$OPENWINHOME/lib -I$GKSDIR/.. \ 
-lgks77 -lgks -Ixview -lolgx -1X11 -1X11 -lmle -lm -libmil 

2) Montc4: 

The source files used in workstation are directly transferred to Monte4. Here, FORTRAN 

77/SX has been used to compile the MCNPNFS. However, we also have to replace the extension 

fileopt = 'eof simply with access = 'append', because FORTRAN 77/SX compiler does not 

support the former extension. Other modifications were also made to ease user in preparing the 

configuration file. 

The following batch files are used to compile and link the source file and object files 

respectively. 

- Contents of the batch file for compile the source files in Monte4: 
for i 
do 
f77m4 -Nv -L f=fort.comp summary b -floatl -NO -NW -c $i 
done 

- Contents of the batch file used to link all object files in Monte4: 
f77m4 -Nv -L f=fort.comp summary b -floatl -NO -NW -o MCNPNFS *.o 

A.3. User's Manual: 

This appendix will describe some guidelines to executing MCNPNFS. Even though it is still 

far from completion, the authors believe that this section can provide users with enough 

information on how to execute MCNPNFS properly. 

MCNPNFS maintain all capabilities of MCNP4 on receiving execution line message. 

Whatever needed by MCNP4 are also required by MCNPNFS. For example, input files INP, 
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-Contents of the batch file used ωlink MCNPNFS object f1les: 

打7 ・Bstatic・03・misalign-dali，伊・cg89 ・Nn“治0 ・Nq“)()()・Ns“)()()・N~“防O\

*.0・oMCNPNFS 

-I$OPENW町HOMFJlib・I$GKSDIR/..¥

-lgks77・19ks-lxview・loJgx-JXll・JXl1・1mJe-1m・JibmiJ

2) M血健生:

The source files used in workstation aI芭 direcdytr，佃sfeπedto Monω4. Here， FORTRAN 

77/SX has been used to compile the MCNPNFS. However， we also have to replace the extcnsion 

fileopt = 'eof simply with access = 'append'， because FORTRAN 77/SX compiler does not 

support the former extension. Other m叫ificationswere also made to ease user in pre!)aring恥

configuration file. 

百lefollowing batch files aI芭 usedto compile and link the source file and object files 

respectively. 

-Con飽ntsof the batch f1le f4町compilethe sou問 ef1les in Montc4: 

for i 

do 

f77m4・Nv-L f=fort.comp summary b ・f10atl・NO・NW-c$i 

done 

-Contents of the batch fi)e usedωlink allobj民 tfiles in Monte4: 

打7m4・Nv-L f=fort.comp summary b -f1oatl・NO・NW・oMCNPNFS *.0 

A.3. User's Manua1 : 

This appendix will describe some guidelines胞郎町utingMCNPNFS. Even though it is still 

far from completion， the authors believe that this section can provide users with enough 

infonnation on how to 即位uteMCNPNFS P明則y.

MCNPNFS maintain a11 capabilities of MCNP4 on receiving execution line message. 

Whatever needed by MCNP4 are also required by MCNPNFS. For example， input fi)es INP， 
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RUNTPE and cross-section file must reside on the current directory, physically or logically. 

However, the output file OUTP and RUNTPE will automatically be written on the shared file 

system. Later we will explain more about it. 

Preliminary Steps: 

Make sure that the following guidelines are already confirmed and performed properly. 

Ignoring one of them may lead MCNPNFS to disaster. 

1) Confirm that shared file system does exist and is accessible for read/write action to all the 

executing processors. 

2) All remote processors must be accessible to users, meaning that they must have access 

permission to them. The UNIX command rsh may be used for this purpose. 

3) Be sure that in the directory where the shared files reside on there are no files named 

para_RANDOM, para_FATAL_ERROR, para_DATA_POOL, para„OUTPxxxx (xxxx 

denotes, e.g., 0001, 0002, etc.), para_SLAVExxxx, para_NEWxxxx and 

para_OLDxxxx. Those files will automatically be deleted, prior to and after the execution 

of MCNPNFS. In normal termination of any MCNPNFS executions, they are transparent 

to users. 

4) Make sure that no other users are using MCNPNFS on the same directory you are using. 

MCNPNFS will always produce the same filenames mentioned above, so that it is 

impossible to execute it from multiple users using identical directory. It also means that 

multiple calling of MCNPNFS on the same directory are not allowed. 

Invocation of MCNPNFS: 

MCNPNFS can be called in a similar way as MCNP4, as follows: 

MCNPNFS INP=xxxx RUNTPE=yyyy 

By default, it will then execute the MCNPNFS in parallel mode (homogeneous mode). 

However, if one executes the code as follows: 
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RUNTPE and cross-section file must reside on the current di陀芯tory，physically or logically. 

However， the output file OUTP and RUNTPE will automatically be written on the shared file 

system. Later we wiH explain more abollt it. 

Preliminarv Steos: 

Make sure that the following guidelines a陀 alreadyconfirmed and performed properly. 

Ignoring one ofthem may lead MCNPNFS to disaster. 

1) Confirm that sha陀dfile system d∞s exist and is accessible for readlwrite action to all the 

execuung processors. 

2) AlI remote processors must b巴accessibl巴tousers， mcaning that they must have access 

permission to thcm. The UNIX command rs1l may be lIscd for this pu中osc.

3) Be sur官 Ihmin thc dircじtorywherc thc sharcd filcs rcsidc on thじrea陀 nofiles namcd 

para_RANDOM， para] ATAL_ERROR， para_DATA_POOL， para._OUTPxxxx (xxxx 

denotes， e.g.， 000 1， 0002， etc.)， para_SLA VExxxx， para_NEWxxxx and 

para_OLDxxxx. Those files will automatically be deleted， prior to and after the execution 

of MCNPNFS. In nonnal tcrminatiun of any MCNPNFS ex町 utions，they are官ansparent

to users. 

4) Make su陀 thatno other users are using MCNPNFS on the same direclory you aI宅 using.

MCNPNFS wi1l always produce the same filenames mentioned above， so出atit is 

impossible to execute it fro叩 multipleusers using identical di陀 ctory.It叫someans that 

multiple calling of MCNPNFS on the same directory are not a1lowed. 

Invocation of MCNPNFS: 

MCNPNFS can be called in a similar way as MCNP4，部 follows:

MCNPNFS INP=xxxx RUNTPE=yyyy 

By defauIt， it will then execute the MCNPNFS in parallel mode (homogeneous mode). 

However， if one executes the c叫 .eas foIIows: 
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MCNPNFS INP=xxxx RUNTPE=yyyy S 

Then, the sequential mode is activated, i.e., one is running the MCNPNFS exactly as MCNP4. 

By specifying option H, instead of S, one can enjoy the capability of MCNPNFS running 

concurrently on multiple processors in a heterogeneous system, such as using workstation network 

and Monte4 simultaneously. 

Other execution messages are treated exacdy the same way as in MCNP4. 

Configuration File : 

Except in the sequential mode, M~NPNFS will always need a special file, called configuration 

file, in which all informations about the executing processors are specified. 

The file has, more or less, properties similar to UNIX batch file. Any lines that have the 

character # as their first character (not necessarily at the first column of the lines i will be ignored. 

They can then be use^ as comment lines. Users may insert as many comment lines as they like, 

anywhere, as long as they are written with # as the first character. The comments may also be 

appended, not embedded, after the last data item in a line. 

Every data line contains many data items and must be written orderly, which strongly depends 

on the computer system that is being used. Any data item may be started anywhere in the line and 

separated from other data items with minimum one blank character. MCNPNFS will check the 

validity of any data specified in the file. Some error will be treated as fatal error, in which 

MCNPNFS will terminate immediately without loading the node program. Other error may still be 

tolerated, and default value is used, instead. 

A) Homogeneous system : 

A computer network comprising workstations of different model, but all of them have exactly 

the same external data format, are treated as homogeneous system. In this system, the 

configuration file named mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg has the following structure of data lines. 
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MCNPNFS INP=xxxx RUNTPE=yyyy S 

Then， the sequential mode is activated， i.e.， one is running the MCNPNFS exactly as MCNP4. 

By specifying option H. instead of S. one can enjoy the capability of MCNPNFS running 

conc山花ntlyon multiple processors in a heterogeneous syslem. such as using workstation nelWork 

and Monte4 simllltaneously. 

Other execution messages are出 aledexactly the same way as in MCNP4. 

Confil!uration File: 

E且ceptin the sequential mαie. f\~í、0l PNFS will always need a special file， calledι:onfiguratioll 

file， in which al1 informauons about lhe execlIling proce耳目。rs山 spc.:ilicd.

The file has， more or lc:;s. prop巴rticssimilar to UNIX balch filc. Any lincs that have thc 

charact巴r# as their first char鴻cter(nOI n民 essarilyat the tirst coluInn of the lincsl wiU be ignored. 

They can then be useci as commem lines. Users may insen as manyじommcntlines as they Iike， 

anywh巴re，as long as lh己y紅 ewriuen with # as lhe first charaCler. The conlmenls may also be 

appended， 110t embedded. after恥 lastdata item in a line. 

Every data line contains many data items and musl be WTItlen onierly. which strongly depcnds 

on the computer system thal is being used. Any data item may be started anywhere in the line and 

separated from other dala items with minimum one blank character. MCNPNFS wilI check the 

va1idity (;f any data specified in the file. Some error will be treated as fataI error. in which 

MCNPNFS wiII terminate immediately wilhout 1倒 dil1gthe n凶eprogram. Other error may still be 

toleraぬd，and defau¥t value is used， instead. 

A)Homol!eneous svstem: 

A computer network comprisin.g workstations of different model， but a11 of them have exactly 

the same external data format， are treated as homogene⑬us system. In this system， the 

configuration file named mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg has the follo明 ngstructure of data lin回.
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First data line: nodes ncpu, where nodes denotes the number of nodes (logical processors) 

that also means how many node programs (in total) must be loaded on the remote processors, 

while ncpu represents the number of physical processor that are available in the network (nodes 

and ncpu are of type integer). User may specify nodes equal to or grea'er than or less than 

ncpu. Whenever nodes less than ncpu, the remaining processors will be idle, i.e., not be used. 

However, specifying nodes greater than ncpu will cause some or all processors will execute 

more than one node programs. It is still allowed to do that. However, it will gain no advantage and 

even the performance of MCNPNFS may decrease. Normally, one specifies nodes equal to or 

less than ncpu. 

The next data lines are exactly ncpu data lines that contain the following data items. 

cpujiame login speed code path. 
cpu_name is the hostname of respective executing processor. Every processor will always 

have unique hostname. Specifying the same cpu_name in two or more data lines is also allowed, 

however, only one processor (i.e., the one that is specified) will be assigned, login specifies the 

username who has access permission to the remote processor cpu_name. Normally, it is one's 

owned username that will be used. However, one may borrow other's username, when he/she 

does not have any access permission to the remote processor. The next data item is speed, i.e., 

the relative speed of respective processor. If no data is available, then one may specify die same 

value for all processors, speed may be specified as real or integer number, code is a string that 

specifies the code name, i.e., the node program. It must be given with its full pathname or its 

relative (to home directory) pathname. The last data item in the data line is path, a string variable 

that denotes the name of the shared directory. Any processor may have its own directory name, 

which differs from the others, but it must be point to an identical directory. 

The next data line has only one data item of type real or integer, called b_fac. As already 

explained in Section III.2.3, this data may be used to divide whole NPS-particle histories into 

many batches. The bigger the value of b_fac, die larger the number of batches will be. Its default 
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First data line: nodes ncpu， where nodes denotes the number of n叫 es(logical processors) 

that also means how many node programs (in total) must be loaded on the remote 戸田essors，

while ncpu represents the number of physical processor that are avai1able in the network (nodes 

and ncpu are of type integer). User may specify nodes equal to or gre包~er than or less than 

ncpu. Whenever nodesless than ncpu， the remaining processors will be idle， iム notbe used. 

However， specifying nodes greater than ncpu will cause some or叫1processors will execute 

more出anone node programs. It is still allowed to do that. However， it will gain no advantage and 

even the performance of MCNPNFS may decrease. Normally， one specifies nodes equal to or 

less than ncpu. 

The next data lines are exactly ncpu data lines that contain the following data items. 

cpu_name 109in speed code path. 

cpu_name is the hostname of respective executing processor. Every processor will always 

have unique hostname. Specifying the same cpu_name in two or more data lines is also allowed， 

however， only one processor (iム theone that is specified) will be assigned. 109;n s戸cifies出e

usemame who has access permission to the remote processor cpu_name. Normally， it is one's 

owned usemame that will be used. However， one may borrow other's usemame， when he/she 

d∞s not have any access pennission to the remote processor. The next data item is speed， i.e・-

the relative sp民 dof respective processor. If no data is available， then one may sp配 ifythe same 

value for all processors. speed may be s戸cified酪 realor integer number. code is a string曲at

specifies the code name. i.e.. the node program. It must be given with its full pathname or its 

relative (to home directory) pathname. The last data item in the data line is path， a string variable 

that denotes the name of the shared directory. Any processor may have its own directory name. 

which di偽rsfrom the others. but it must be point to組 identicaldirectory. 

The next data line has only one data item of type real or integer. called b_fac. As already 

explained in Scction III.2.3. this data may be used to divide whole NPS-particle histories into 

m佃 ybatches.百lebigger the value of b_fac.曲elarger曲enumber of batches will be. Its default 
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value is one. Specifying b_fac larger than one will reduce the number of particles per batch. It is 

useful to reduce the time spent in one batch calculation, so that any processors may "help" any 

other processors which still busy in performing the long history tracking. However, it is always 

accompanied by other bad side effect, namely, the frequency of interprocessor communication will 

be higher, so that simultaneous access to the batch file by multiple processors will also occur more 

frequently. The latter will also leud a lower parallel efficiency. Giving a value of 2.0 to 3.0 for 

b_fac in a network consisting of 3 workstations may seem to be reasonable. However, one 

should always try first to assign b_fac as 1.0, and then modify it if necessary. By assigning value 

1.0 to b_fac means that MCNPNFS will ideally balance the load. 

The last data line consists of two integer data, namely, nps200 and npdl 000. Their default 

values are 200 and 1000 respectively. Assigning higher values than the default values to them will 

always lead to a higher parallel efficiency. The accompanied bad side effects are: 

- The computing results may differ from the results produced by sequential MCNP. It 

occurs, especially, when one deals with point detectors and DXTRAN spheres. 

- The sequence of tally fluctuation charts may differ form the original MCNP4, when one 

changes the default value of npdl 000. Setting npdl 000 to NPS or greater will cause the 

tally fluctuation chart to show only one line data, i.e., only the tally data at the end of 

problem (NPS). 

The example below will show how the file mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg looks like. 

# nodes ncpu 
2 4 

# cpu_name speed 
# usemame code path 

slO xxxx 3.1 /homel/xxxx/mcnp/node /homel/xxxx/mcnp 
sipx xxxx 0.9 /homel/xxxx/mcnp/node /homel/xxxx/mcnp 
s4a xxxx 2.2 /homel/xxxx/mcnp/node /homel/xxxx/mcnp 

# it belongs to other lab. 
c3005 zzzz 1.1 /home2/zzzzyMCNP/other /home2/zzzz/mcnp 

# b_fac 
1.0 

# nps20G and npdlOOO 
200 2000 
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value is one. Specifying b_fac larger than one will reduce the number of particles per batch‘It is 

u8~ful to reduce the time spent in one batch calculation， so that any processors may "help"回 y

other prl田 essorswhich still busy in performing the long histo町田.cking.However， it is always 

accompanied by other bad side effect， namely， the frequency of interpr，ωessor communication will 

be higher， so白紙 S加 ultaneousaccess to th巴batch臼leby multiple processors wil1 also ∞curmore 

fr叫 uentIy.The lauer wiE also lead a lower parallel efficiency. Giving a value of 2.0 to 3.0 for 

b_fac in a network consisting of 3 workstations may seem to be reasonable. However， one 

should always住yfirst ωassign b_fac as 1.0， and then modify it if necessary. By assigning value 

1.0ωb_fac means that MCNPNFS will ideally balance the load. 

7he last data line consists of two integer data， namely， nps200 and npdi 000. Their default 

values are 2∞佃dlOOOres戸:ctively.Assigning higher values伽 nthe default values to them will 

always lead to a higher parallel efficiency.百leaccompanied bad side effects釘e:

The computing results may differ from the results produced by sequential MCNP. It 

田 curs，especially， when one deals with point de肱 torsand DXTRAN spheres. 

The sequence of taIly fluctuation charts may differ form the original MCNP4， when one 

changes the default value of npd1 000. Setting n凶1000 to NPS or greater will cause the 

tally fluctuation chart to show only one line data， i.e.， only the talIy data at the end of 

problem (NPS). 

The example below will show how the file mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg 1∞ks like. 

# nodes ncpu 
2 4 

# cpu_name speed 
# username 

s10 xxxx 3.1 
sipx xxxx 0.9 
s4a xxxx 2.2 

# it belongs to other lab. 

c叫e
Jhome l/xxxx/mcnp/node 
Ihome l/xxxx/mcnp/n伺e
lhome1/xxxx/mcnp/node 

pa白
Jhomel/xxxx/mcnp 
Jhome l/xxxx/mcnp 
Jhome l/xxxx/mcnp 

c3∞5 7XZZ 1.1 Jhome2/zzuJMCNP/other Jhome2/ZZZ7/mcnp 
# b fac 

1.0 
# nps2∞and npdH削

2ω2α)()  
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The file begins with comment lines. It is a good habit to give such comment, so that user may 

not make any error when he/she wants to modify the file in the later time. The second line is the 

first data line that indicates that user wants to run MCNPNFS on two processors. However, tb jre 

are 4 processors available in the network. In this case, MCNPNFS will be executed on processor 

slO and sipx, respectively. The other two processors will simply be ignored. The line number 3 

and 4 show another style how to insert the comment lines. The next three lines specify any 

information on the respective processors. Notice that the relative speed does not to be normalized. 

Here, the node program is called node, which reside on the directory /homel/xxxx/mcnp. This 

directory will also be used as the shared directory by MCNPNFS, because path is so assigned. It 

is also allowed to insert the comment line as shown on the eighth line of that example file. The next 

data line shows that the processor c3005 can only be access by zzzz, from whom user xxxx 

borrows his username. There, the node program is called other that seems to be separately 

compiled, because c3005 has its own compiler that suits to this computer only. The program other 

resides on directory /home2/zzzz/MCNP that is not known by other processor nor can be accessed 

by them. The one thing that must be met in this case is that both program node and other must be 

from the same source code. However any modifications are also allowed. The other thing is that 

both codes must produce exactly the same binary file, even though they compiled with different 

compilers. Notice that processor c3005 assigns the shared directory as /home2/zzzz/mcnp. This 

can be accepted as long as both /home2/zzzz/mcnp and /homel/xxxx/mcnp represent the same 

logical file directory. It may happen, for example, when s4a exports it file system, namely, 

/homel to all other processors. However, the processor c3005 seems to mount only a part of the 

file system (i.e., /homel/xxxx/mcnp) on its own file system named/home2/zzzz/mcnp. The rest 

data lines contained in the file are already self explained. 
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百letiIe begins with comment lines. It is a good habit to give such comment， so that user may 

not make any error when he/she wants ωmodify the file in the later time.官lesecond line is出e

first data line that indicates that user wants to run MCNPNFS on two processors. However， thょn

are 4 processors available in the network. In this case， MCNPNFS wilJ be 回目utedon processor 

slO卸dsipx， respectively. The other two processors will simply be ignored. The linc number 3 

and 4 show another style how to insert the comment lines. The next three lines specify any 

information on the respective pr∞essors. Notice that the relative spe吋 d田 snot to be normalized. 

Here， the node program is called node， which reside on the directory /homel/xxxx!mcnp. This 

directory wil1 also be used as the sha陀 ddirectory by MCNPNFS， because path is so assigned. It 

is aJ!;Q allowed to insert the commer.t line as shown on the eighth line of that example file.百lenext 

data line shows that the processor c3005 can only be access by zzzz， fl'Om whom user xxxx 

borrows his usemame. There， the node program is called other that seems to be separately 

compiled， because c3∞5 has its own compiler that suits to this computer only.百leprogram other 

resides on directo叩/home2/zzzz/MCNPthat is not known by other processor nor can be accessed 

by them. The one thing that must be met in this case is that both program node J.nd other must be 

from the same source code. However any modifications are also allowed.官leother thing is that 

both codes must produce exactly the same binary file， even though they compi1ed with different 

compilers. Notice that processor c3∞5 assigns the shared directory as /home2/zzzz/mcnp. This 

can be accepted as long as both /home2/zzzz/mcnp and /homel/xxxx!mcnp represent the same 

logical file directory. It may happen， for example， when s4a expoロsit file system， namely， 

/homel to all other processors. However， the prl田 essorc3∞5 seems to mount only a part of the 

file system (i.e.， /homel/xxxx!mcnp) on its own file system named /home2!zzzz/mcnp.百lerest 

data lines contained in the file are already self explained. 
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B) Heterogeneous system: 

Executing MCNPNFS on a heterogeneous computer system may only be performed if the 

system has capability to convert their internal data format to a standard external data format (such as 

IEEE format), automatically. If the automatic data conversion can be performed simply by setting 

certain environment variables, then MCNPNFS could be executed properly. Monte4 has such 

capability. By setting the environment variable F_RECLUNIT to BYTE and specifying 

F_UFMTIEEE to any I/O unit numbers, Monte4 will read as well as write any files in a way 

conforms to IEEE standard format 

In this system, MCNPNFS will read a configuration file named mcnpHETERO.cfg. The 

properties and structure of this file are very similar to mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg, except, on has to 

specify code as the name of a batch file, instead of the name of the node program. The example 

below will show more clearly how to prepare it. 

# nodes ncpu 
2 4 

# cpujname speed 
# username batch file path 

slO xxxx 3.1 /homel/xxxx/mcnp/ws.sh /homel/xxxx/mcnp 
sipx xxxx 0.9 /homel/xxxx/mcnp/ws.sh /homel/xxxx/mcnp 
s4a xxxx 2.2 /homel/x.xxx/mcnp/ws.sh /homel/xxxx/mcnp 

# it belongs to other lab. 
monte4 zzzz 4.1 /home2/zzzz/mcnp/m4,sh /home2/zzzz/mcnp 

# b_fac 
1.0 

# nps200 and npdlOOO 
200 2000 

In the file above, it is assumed that 3 processors, i.e., slO, sipx and s4a are having the same 

binary format and may access the shared directory /homel/xxxx/mcnp. Therefore, one may use the 

same batch file ws.sh for all the 3 processors. However, the processor monte4 has different 

internal binary data format, so it will read the batch file m4.sh. This file resides on the directory 

/home2/zzzz/mcnp that is accidentally also the shared directory used by all processors, i.e., it is 

identical to directory /homel/xxxx/mcnp. 
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B)HeterOl!eneous svs也rn:

Executing MCNPNFS on il heterogeneous computer system may only be performed if血e

system has capability to conv朗自eirintemal data format to a standard extemal data format (such as 

IEEE format)， automatically. If the automatic data conversion can be performed simply by se岨ng

certain environment variables， then MCNPNFS could be executed properly. Monte4 has such 

capability. By setting the environment variable F _RECLUNIT to BYTE and speci命ing

F _UFMTIEEE to any 1/0 unit numbers， Monte4 will read as well as write any files in a way 

conforms ωIEEE standard format 

In this system， MCNPNFS will read a configuration file named mcnpHE・I・ERO.cfg.The 

properties and structure of this file are very similar to mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg， except， on has to 

specify code as the name of a batch file， instead of the name of the n凶.eprogram. The example 

below will show more clearly how to prepaa it. 

# nodes ncpu 
2 4 

# cpu_name speed 
# usemame 

slO xxxx 3.1 
sipx xxxx 0.9 
s4a xxxx 2.2 

# it belongs to other lab. 

batch file 
/homellxxxx/mcnp/ws.sb 
/home1/xxxx/mcnp/ws.sh 
/home1/xxxx/mcnt'lws.sh 

monte4 7ZZZ 4.1 /home2lzzuJmcnp/m4.油
# b fac 

1.0 
# nps2∞卸d npdlO∞ 

2∞ 2似)()

pa曲
/homellxxxxlmcnp 
/homellxxxx/mcnp 
/homellxxxx/mcnp 

!home2lzzuJmcnp 

In the file above， it is assumed白紙 3processors， i.e.， s 1 0， sipx回 ds4a aa having the same 

binazy format加 dmayac田 ssthe shared directory Jhome l/xxxx/mcnp.百te問:fo隠，onemay use the 

same batch file ws油 forall the 3 processors. However. the processor monte4 has different 

intemal binary data format， so it will read the batch file m4.sh.τ'his file resides on the dircctory 

/home2/zzuJmcnp that is accidentally also the shaad rlirectory used by all processors. i.e.， it is 

identicalωdirecω'TY Jhomel/xxxx/mcnp. 
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It is understandable that one has also to prepare the batch file needed by the node program. 

This file is really a UNIX batch file, so all UNIX conventions are valid. All environment variable 

setup must be written first. The last line must be a command line that calls the node program. The 

general form of the batch file can be depicted as follows. 

<set up all necessary environment variables > 
code path 

code and path have the same interpretation as in the case of homogeneous system. 

By using the case shown in the last example above, one may create the following batch files. 

For the first three processors (i.e., slO, s4a and sipx) user needs only to create one batch file, 

named ws.sh. It is assumed that their data format does not need to be converted to other format, so 

one may simply write the batch file ws.sh as: 

/homel/xxxx/mcnp/node /homel/xxxx/mcnp 

Which means that the node program will be executed by the remote processor and the argument 

/homel/xxxx/mcnp (i.e., the shared directory) will be passed to the node program. 

In the case of processor montc4, one may write the following batch file m4.sh. 

setenv F_RECLUNIT BYTE 
setenv FJJFMTIEEE 31,32,33,34,35,38,41,42,44,45,46,60,99 
/home2/zzzz/XXXX/other /home2/zzzz/mcnp 

The first two command lines are used to set the environment variables needed in the automatic 

data format conversions. The numbers are the I/O units used in program MCNPNFS. The third 

command line simply orders the processor monte4 tu execute the node program, named other, and 

passes the argument /home2/xxxx/mcnp to it 

C)Monic4: 
To execute MCNPNFS on Monte4, one may also choose the heterogeneous mode, Le., by 

invoking the MCNPNFS as: MCNPNFS INP=xxxx RUNTPE=yyyy H. The configuration file 
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It is understandablc that onc has also to prcparc thc batch filc ncc也dbythcn叫cprogram. 

官lisfile is rcally a UNIX batch file， so all UN庇 conventionsarc valid. All environment variablc 

setup must bc wri悦 nfirst.百 cl踊 tline must bc a command line白紙callsthe 0似品epro夢ヨm.百lC

general fonn of the batch file can be depic凶 asfollows. 

<set up all necessary environmcnt variablcs > 
c叫c pa出

cαJc創tdpa由havethe samc intcrprctation幽 inthe case of homogenωus systcm. 

By using the case shown in the last examplc abovc， onc may crcatc出efollowing baωh files. 

For出efll'st thrce processors (i.e.， s 1 0， s4a and sipx) uscr nccds only 10 crcatc one ba1ch file， 

named ws.sh. 11 is assumed伽 t山政datafonnat d偶 snoto関 dωbeconvertcd to other伽mat， 50 

one may simply writc the batch file ws.sh踊:

/homcl/xxxxlmcnp/nαJc /homel/xxxxlmcnp 

Whichmeans白紙由en叫eprogram will bc executi:d by the rcmote processor創叫曲cargumcnt 

Ihomellxxxxlmcnp (i.e.，曲esharcd direc町 y)will bcp箇関dω曲enαleprogram.

In the case of processor monte4， one may writc the following batch filc m4.sh. 

sctcnv F RECLUNlT BY1E 
setenv F _UFMTIEEE 31，32，33，34，35，38，41，42，44，45，46，ω，99 
/home2lzu.z/XXX訂叫lCrIh佃1C2Izu.胡ncnp

The first two command lines arc used to set the environment variables nl関也din偽e卸価matic

data fonnat conversions.τ'he numbcrs arc the 110 units used in program MCNPNFS.τk曲M

command line simply order富山eprocessor monte4 tu executc the nαie program， named叫町.創td

伊sscsthe釘酔ment/home2lxxxxlmcnpωit. 

C)M岨也生:

To cxecutc MCNPNFS on Monte4， one may also ch∞路曲ehetcrogeneous modc. i.c.. by 

invoking血.cMCNPNFS as: MCNPNFS n沼>>=xxxxRUNτPE=yyyyH.百1cconfiguration file 
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mcnpHETERO.cfg must be prepared and its structure is exactly the same as the one used in 

workstation. 

However, MCNPNFS used in Monte4 will require a different configuration file, when one 

executes it in homogeneous mode (default in MCNPNFS), namely, mcnpMONTE4.cfg. The 

structure is much simpler than the file mcnpHOMOGEN.cfg, because one does not have to specify 

many parameters. The file mcnpMONTE4.cfg has the following form: 

nodes 
code 
b_fac 
nps200 npd1000 

Killing the node program of MCNPNFS : 

MCNPNFS, in the parallel mode, does not support TTY interrupt anymore. Also, they are 

actually running in background. Those make it impossible to stop the processes by normal action, 

when some trouble has occurred. When necessary, one may kill die MCNPNFS by using UNIX 

command kill. For that, one have to know first die process number of MCNPNFS. It may be 

done by using UNIX command ps -owe. Find out what processes number it has and then kill it 

by kill -9 ProcNum, where ProcNum denotes the process number. 
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mcnpHETERO.cfg must be prepared and its structure is exacd)' the same as the one used in 

wo此station.

However， MCNPNFS used加 Montc4will req凶rea diffcrent configuration filc. wbcn one 

ex回 utesit in homogcneous m叫.e(1也faultin MCNPNFS). namcly. mcnpMONTE4.cfC.百路

struc加reis much simpler th剖白efile mcnpHOMOOEN.cfg， becausc one does not havc ωspccify 

manyp.釘加leters.百1cfile mcnpMON・I'E4.cfghas the following fonn: 

nodes 
code 
b_fac 
nps200 n凶1000

kiUin2白en似陰口個目湿mofMCNPNF，'5:

MCNPNFS， in the parallel mω.e， does not suppon 1TY interru抑制yma時 .AI釦， theyare

actually running in b舵 kground.Thosc makc it impossible随針。'pthe proccsscs by normal action， 

when some岡山leh踊 αョcun叫.When neccssary. onc may kil1泊施 MCNPNFSby using UNIX 

command制'1.For曲at， one havc to know fmt tbc proccss number of MCNPNFS. It may be 

done by using UN医 commandps -o蹴.Findωt what proccs田snumber it h舗 andtl鴎nkiU it 

by kilI -， ProeNUIII， wbc即日。cNumdcnωcs thc pro偲 5Snumber. 
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